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Gambier, Ohio

16 Pages

Water rates and leaks cause village woe
w ith Mount Vernon for its water
supply. Prior to that, Kenyon supplied the village with water from
wells on the College's property.
"Somew here along die line," said
Lenthe, "someone from the College said, 'We're a private entity
supplying w ater to the public.'"

ed

BY ROSE BABINGTON
Staff Reporter

Though Gambier Village
Council members celebrated a
significant drop in water usage
from previous years at a meeting earlier this month, Gambier 's
overall water situation remains a
work in progress.
The high cost of water in
Gambier has proven problematic
for the past several years, and
though the village has had three
different Village Administrators
and three different majors in the
past six years, the situation is only
now beginning to show signs of
improvement.
t,
According to N layor Kirk
when he campaigned for the
position in 2003, multiple problems existed with water. "There
had been no raises in rates for
several years although our costs
for water purchased from Mount
Vernon went up each year," he
said. "Further,
of the water we bought from N lount Vernon
was not being billed by the village,
due to water losses, defective meters and billing problems."
Since the 1970s, according to
former Village Administrator (VA)
Jim Lenthe, Gambier has contract

The contract with Mount
Vernon established that Gambier
would install its own water line to

be part of Mount Vernon's

w ater
system.
Mount Vernon, as the w ater
supplier, annually increases the
water rates and thus the amount
of money that Gambier has to pay.
When, as Emmert said, Gambier
did not raise resident water rates,
the village was left with extremely
high water bills. Emmert said that
the Mount Vernon w ater depart
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An Honorable Occasion
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ment "raise s rates each year at
the same amount our charges are
increased."
Council will vote next month
to approve this year's water rate
increase. Likewise, Gambier pays
to cover "increased costs and
wages" for Mount Vernon's waste
water treatment plant, and Village
Council will vote to approve the
TFIo increase in sewer rates at next
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month's meeting.
However, the disparity between village and city water rates
is merely one component of the
larger problem. Leaks, especially
ones, have been a
major factor in the high water costs
that the village has accumulated. In
2001, the Collegian reported that
the old age of the pipes were causing the leaks, and "Despite several
. repairs to severe leaks, water pressure is forcing its way through new
locations on the pipelines and, in
turn, wasting water."
In 1993, according to statistics
from the Ohio EPA, Gambier used
250,000 gallons of water per day.
LenHowever, by 2004, then-Vthe stated that the village was using
around 400,000 gallons per day,
when a major leak was discovered
outside of Mather Residence Hall
which was losing 100,000 gallons
of water each day, according to a
2004 Collegian article.
Though the leakage problems
have cost the village thousands of
dollars in the last five years,
improvement is still an ongoing
process. At last week's Village
Council meeting, current VA Rob
McDonald noted that several leaks
had been discovered and fixed in

i

Kevin Guckes

The procession gathers for Honors Day 2005 outside of Rosse Hall on Tuesday. Many students
received awards and recognition for both academic achievement and contribution to campus life.

see WATER, page three

Senate debates drinking culture Kenyon joins WRC
BY SHEA DAVIS
Staff Reporter

creating a group called Students for
Students that could serve as an open

"We are here today to talk
about the drinking culture at Keir
nyon," Senate
Meredith
Farmer said at the April 7 meeting.
"This is something we need to
change and that people know we
need to change.
"We really need to come up
with a way as students to change
the way things arc around here,"

forum for discussion about drugs and
alcohol.
Cottingham said there is a gap
between students and the administration, and that students are afraid to
go to the counseling center to ask
questions about drug or alcohol use
for fear of getting in trouble.
"I think this would be an effort
to bridge that gap," Cottingham said.
"I think we need to jast get dow n to

Co-Cha-

Farmer added.

President S. Georgia Nugent
agreed that the solution needs to
come from the student body.
"I feel all of as agree that some
kind of crackdown is not a successful way to go. In the face of that,
to just fix it is not going to work,"
Nugent said.

Independent representative
Andy Vaught agreed that students
need to take a leadership role in deciding what can be done. "We need
to look at ourselves a lot before we
decide how we can fix this schix)l, if
we can even do that," Vaught said.

Sophomore Tucker Cotting-hapresented one student-le- d
option to the Senate. I Ie suggested

m

helping students."
Professor Yang Xiao suggested
that the administration needs to creactivities. "I
ate more
think wc still need to do tilings to
offer than more things to do than
jast drink and party," Xiao said. I Ie
added diat Kenyon needed to undergo a cultural revolution. "Revolution
is difficult, and cultural revolution is
especially difficult," Xiao said.
Alex McK-eow- n
Faculty
suggest that legislation needs
on-camp-

as

co-cha-

ir

to be crafted to deal with this issue.
"I think that some serious policy
changes need to be considered,"
McKeow n said. I Ie suggested that
the college should forbid keg parties
and underage student attendance at

parties w ere alcohol is served.
Student Council President Nick
Xenakis disagreed and said the students need to take responsibility.
"The responsibility is going to be
on students to change the culture
and own Kenyon," Xenakis said.
Ashley Fitch, the off campus
--

housing representative, said

stu-

dents have a skewed idea about what
responsible drinking can
have. "People think it's okay to pass
out, okay to throw up because they
side-effec- ts

don't want to get themselves or
friends in trouble," Fitch said.

Giordano suggested that students may be more willing to seek
help if they know their parents will
not be notified. "People were fine
dealing with the responsibility for
things, but they didn't want their
parents to know," Giordano said.
Nugent said that if this is a
gTeat student fear, then perhaps the

administration should look for other
alternatives. "Maybe one alternative
would be having to ride with security and seeing the yuckiness of the
problem," Nugent said.
The Senate will meet again this
Thursday and the following Thursday to continue its discassion.

BY KATE HELLMAN
Staff Reporter

President S. Georgia Nugent
signed Kenyon onto the Worker
Rights Consortium on Mar. 9 after
Kenyon United Students Against
Sweatshops (KUSAS) lobbied for
its approval. "I think Kenyon's
having joined is one of the greatest things to happen at Kenyon
in the past four years," said KUSAS member Nadia Reiman '05.
orThe WRC is a
ganization created by college and
non-prof- it

university administrations, students
and labor rights experts. According to
the WRC Web site, the organization's
pirrpose is to "assist in the enforce-

ment of manufacturing Codes of
Conduct adopted by colleges and
universities. The Codes are created
to ensure that factories producing
clothing and other goods bearing
institutional names, such as sports

59F, low:
Today: Sunny. High:
"

32R

Friday:
34F.

Sunny. High:

62F, low:

uniforms, sweatshirts and mugs,
respect the basic rights of workers."
"We recognize, along with
our affiliates, that many schools
dirccdy profit from women, men,
and children around the globe w ho
manufacture clothing in sweatshops
to bear an institutional logo," said a
statement issued by KUSAS. "We as
Kenyon students demand that our
College accept responsibility for the
conditions under w hich our licensed
apparel is made ... To accomplish
this goal, we are asking the College
the WRC."
to sign on to
According to Reiman, "It is
difficult for schools to avoid using
sweatshops, because basically all
companies use them." Reiman said
that schools have more bargaining
. . .

power than individual consumers
and that this advantage gives organizations like the WRC an ability
to influence the manufacturers of
see WRC, page two

Saturday: Sunny. High: 64F,
low: 38F.
Sunday: Few showers. High:
67F, low: 44F.
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WRC: Consortium of colleges tries to improve workers' lives
CONTINUED from page one

apparel and other Kenyon goods.
"When the WRC goes to monitor something, if it finds something
wrong, then it asks of the affiliated
schools to send a letter to the manufacturer saying that certain working
conditions aren't being met and if
this doesn't change we are going to
take our business elsewhere," she
said.
According to KL IS AS member
Kristen Kvernland '07, the process
to get the administration to sign
onto the WRC "has been too long
and drawn out. We have worked
hard for two years and only recently
pushed through to success thanks to
Dean of Students Donald Omahan
putting pressure on the administra-

tion."
KUSAS member Diana Boer
'07 agreed, saying she was "ecstatic" when she found out Kenyon
had joined. "We had been making
incredible progress lately . but to
. .

read that we were actually signed on
... was surreal. Our campaign after nearly three years of work was

successful."
Omahan said he was closely
involved with the project. "I first
became aware of and involved in
this process during the late fall of
2003," said Omahan. "I worked
closely with KUSAS, President
Nugent, and other members of
the College's administration in
gathering information and best
understanding WRC, its program,
and its processes."
KUSAS' lobbying was prolonged as Nugent attempted to un

April
Apr. 6, 8:59 p.m.
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derstand more clearly why Kenyon
shouldjointheWRC.
"A . colleague of mine at Princeton whom I greatly respect and who
had taken the lead for that university
in considering these issues of workers' rights did express preference for
the Pair Labor Association, an organization simi lar to the WRC over the
WRC," said Nugent. "That led me to
just want a clearer understanding of
the situation."
The FLA, like the WRC, is a
it
organization that is de. .

non-prof-

voted to promoting international labor
standards. According to Reiman, the
FLA is run by corporations that give
companies a "heads up" before they
visit factories.

"The WRC

does random
checks," said Reiman. "In the past,
the FLA has been biased and hasn't
given fair reports."
However, Nugent emphasized
that signing onto the WRC was a
complicated process. "There were
many angles that needed to be
researched," she said. "One of the
reasons that decisions in college settings may be a bit laborious is that one
wants at all costs to avoid 'unintended
consequences.' For example, in this

case, I wanted to understand fully
what the impact on the bookstore
would be... One positive aspect of
this process is that because we felt
we had fully 'done our homework,'
we were able to commit with convic- tion."
'1 believe that signing onto the
WRC is an extension of the College's
commitment to contribute to ajust and
fair society," said Omahan. "Not only

12,2005

being a good member
is being a good role
model for students as they consider
their own relationship between commitment and action in their lives."
According to the WRC website, Kenyon is one of 135 schools
that have become affiliates. Oberlin
College and The Ohio State University are among the consortium's

enter the country to also exploit the
workers. If other firms enter, they
will bid up wages and the problem
is solved. So, in what may seem to
be a perverse solution, the answer is

of the new policy. "If we assume
these 'sweatshops' are abusing
workers and not paying marginally
better wages and then take away
their business, we and hundreds of
other colleges take away the jobs of
thousands of people who now must
look for more dangerous and
g
jobs," Gyenes said.
Jack Finefrock, manager of the

more exploitation that will increase
wages and improve conditions.
"It may be the case that local political leaders are keeping other firms
out and demanding kickbacks from
the one firm that it lets in," Melick
continued. "If this is the source of
the problem, then the solution might

members.

Iowever, Associate Professor
of Economics William Melick is
curious about the WRC's mission.
"I do not know much about the
WRC and my specialty is not labor
economics," he said. "It may
be that the situation in texI

lower-payin-

Kenyon Bookstore , said that Kenyon
signing on to the WRC makes business easier for the bookstore, which
spends about $300,000 per year on
items with Kenyon labels.
In the past, Finefrock said that
although Kenyon ultimately decided
purchasing policies, the Bookstore
had to be careful about whom it
bought from. Finefrock believes the
TC will be a more
policy. We're relieved. It takes
the burden off us. To me, its not just
political, it makes things easier."
Finefrock said that because of

also involve the Worker Rights
Consortium working to expose and
eliminate such governmental corruption. I Iowever, a quick glance at the

WRC's Advisory Board suggests

tile production

in third-worl- d
countries resembles the coal company
town. Only one employer operates a
garment factory and that employer
uses its market power to exploit
the employees. In this situation, the
Worker Rights Consortium, with its
ability to coerce the employer to offer
higher wages -- or equivalently better
worki ng conditions can hel p correct
the inefficiency."
"But there is another solution,"
Melick continued. "If one firm is
making large profits by exploiting
the workers, then it is not clear why

that it is at least plausible that the
is more concerned about preserving jobs in the industrial world
than creating jobs in the developing
worl d . . The WRC appears to be ... i n
favor of a "living" wage. This position is likely to do more harm than
good in the developing world."
Aaron Ilatley '08 thinks that
Kenyon 's having joined the WRC
is a positive development for the
school. Although "sweatshops are
an unfortunate reality, that doesn't
mean we have to accept it," said
Ilatley.
Robert Gyenes '08 is skeptical

WRC

"self-protecti- ng

.

-

other firms are not attempting to

WRC dues and other anticipated
fees, prices on Kenyon products may
increase about twenty-fiv- e
cents per
item.

Stephanie Hemmingson '08
opposed to the possible price
increases.""I' think kids here can
generally afford to pay a little extra
is not

for their clothes," she said.

summer m
Northwestern

student attempting to purchase alcohol

at Village Market.
Apr. 7, 2:43 a.m. While checking for vandal ism, Officers questioned
students about using drugs in Leonard Hall.
Student feeling threatened by other student at
Apr. 7, 1:15 p.m.

-

-

Gambier Grill.
Apr. 7, 2:26 a.m. - Vandalism to vacuum cleaner and lire extinguisher
partially discharged at Leonard Hall.
Apr. 8, 12:18 p.m. - Report of vehicle being driven recklessly in area
of Olin Library. Sheriff's Office was notified.
Apr. 8, 6:16 p.m. - Theft of item from Office of Residential Life at
Gund Commons.
Apr. 9, 12:23 a.m. - Students using drugs behind Bexley Apartments.
Unregistered kegs found behind the Delt
Apr. 9, 2:15 p.m.
Lodge.
Apr. 9, 6:35 p.m. - Report of person attempting to buy alcohol at
GambierDeli with fake ID. They were advised to notify the Sheriff's
Office.
Apr. 9, 7:03 p.m. Students using drugs in room at Old Kenyon.
Apr. 9, 10:21 p.m. - Student reporting strange message on answering machine.
Apr. 10, 12:50 a.m. - Vandalism broken window at Ilanna Hall.
Apr. 10, 1:49 a.m. - Vandalism broken light globe at Bushnell
Hall.
Apr. 10, 5:20 a.m. - Vandal ism. obscene painting on the Art Barn.
Apr. 10, 12:07 p.m. - Report of vandalism to room door at McBride
Residence.
Apr. 10, 3:30 p.m. - Vandalism water balloons being thrown at house
in Village.
Apr. 10, 9:40 p.m. - Medical call regarding student injured in
bicycle, vehicle accident.
Apr. 11, 8:55 a.m. - Vandalism to door at Fink House.
Apr. 11, 8:40 a.m. - Suspended vehicle towed from campus.
Apr. 12, 8:49 a.m. - Suspended vehicle towed from campus.
Apr. 12, 1:48 p.m. - LInderage possession of alcohol at Mather
Residence.
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is the College

of society, it

Summer

at Northwestern

University offers an educational

experience

tailored to your needs. Our extensive course offerings provide you with
many ways to catch up, get ahead, or pursue new interests.
Courses range from

one-wee-

workshops in music to

k

intensive

eight-wee- k

sequences, where you can cam a full year of credit in biology, chemistry,
foreign language. New this summer are

physics, or

a

in

negotiation, and creative writing.
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Over 300 courses are convenient

and accessible;
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to

5-d-

ay

institutes

daytime and evening

courses are offered on our campuses in Evanston and Chicago.

Registration begins April 11

Classes begin June 20

Request a catalog or visit us online today!
847-491-525-

www.northwestern.edusummer
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Due to editorial error, information reported last week about the men's track team was incorrect ("Track
hurdles was the the Lords'
improves at Wooster invite," Apr. 7, 2005). The article said that the
only win of the day; in fact, it was the Lords' only individual win of the day.
Due to staff error, there were several mistakes in last week's obituary for Colin Boyarki '08 ("A friend
to all," Apr. 7, 2005). Luisa Boyarski was identified as Colin's mother; in fact, she is his older sister. All
statements attributed to "Mrs. Boyarski" were actually those of Ms. Boyarski. Finally, Brian Kettler '08
was identified as a pledge of the Delta Phi fraternity. However, he is no longer a pledge.
400-met-

er
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Student Council makes budget decisions based on policy changes
BY ANDY CLAUTICE

Staff Reporter

This week, Student Council
returned to its set agenda and held
its biannual meeting in which it
approved the Business and Finance
Committee's (BFC) budget allocations for student organizations in the
fall semester 2(X)5. Such meetings
have traditionally been held closed
to the public and press, but the Collegian was allowed to attend on the
condition that no quotes be used or
attributed from the budget portion
of the meeting.

budget and granted funds, which are
currently available for viewing on
Kenyon 's public drive. Sixty-fou- r
percent of all requests were granted
for next semester, an increase from
just under fifty percent for this semester. I lowever, the increase also
reflects the fact that both Philander 's
Phling and Summer Send-Of- f
take
place in the spring semester.
Approximately $48,000 will
be available to organizations next

in the case of competitive student
groups like Model United Nations
and Mock Trial, a class of groups
that received several weeks' worth
of consideration from Council this
year. The BFC's former policy was
to fund only one
trip for
each group each semester, plus any
number of
trips. The new

semester for supplemental budget
applications, and Student Lectureships was also granted a
fund or $10,000 to help
other groups bring speakers to
campus.
The budgets reflected a few
minor policy changes, specifically

Specific groups of note include Kenyon Film Society, which

Co-Sponsors-

hip

The approval session went
smoothly, with Student Council
Treasurer John Lesjack '05 present
ing each organization's requested

out-of-sta-

in-sta-

te

te

policy funds only three trips per
group, but to anywhere,
or
in-sta-

te

out.

received monies to restore Wednesday night showings. I lowever, KFS
will have to forgo showings on
nights when other groups are holding film festivals of their own.
Also under scrutiny was first- -

year orientation program Beer and
Sex, which is expected to receive an
overhaul of both content and implementation in light of the recent and
potentially alcohol related death of
Colin Boyarski, '08.
Council also discussed athletic
clubs, such as Women's Rugby and
the Squash Club, and whether funding for and oversight of such groups
could be moved under the auspices
of the new Center for Field, Recreation and Athletics once it is open.
Since the F"RA does not officially
open until November, such a shift
would not be seen until the next
spring semester at the earliest.
--

In other business, Student
Council President Nick Xenakis,
'05, took a moment at the begin

ning of the meeting to mention the
need for potential changes to the
campus drinking culture and emphasize the importance of the student body in making such changes.
"The upperclassmen need to take
on the responsibility of being role
models, of being leaders, but that
... responsibility has to translate
into underclassman initiative," said
Xenakis.
First-YeCouncil President
John Cheever also brought up a
proposal for a light with a plaque
dedicated to Boyarski to be erected
in the field where he was found.
Other Council members were supportive, but the field is privately
ar

owned and so it may not be possible
to place the small monument.

Water: After years, village's aquatic predicaments linger
cost-effe-

McDonald also discussed
additional leak detection sen ices
at the meeting, when Village

we do pay some of the highest water rates."
To deal with the water rates,
Lenthe has said that gaining independence from Mount Vernon's
water system and using water in
Gambier are essential. "We're
beholden for this line to Mount
Vernon's water system forever ...
Think of the money we've spent
on Mount Vernon that we could
have had here."
Though Kenyon does not act
as a water source anymore, it does
still have a working well that is
used for irrigation, and Gambier
itself could look to using wells
for water, according to Lenthe.
"If Gambier would drill a well ...
then we could produce more than
enough water every day to meet

Council approved up to $2300 to
pay for Aqualine, a leak detection
company that has "more sensitive

equipment than Underground
Utilities," the village's current
leak detection provider. Though
Underground Utilities will continue to monitor meter usage
and the water tower for Gambier,
Aqualine will survey the whole
town and will enable McDonald to
have easier access to information
about possible leaks. McDonald
also mentioned the possibility of
eventually replacing the old pipes
with plastic ones.
--

However, Lenthe, whose
contract as VA was not renewed
last July, believed that monitoring

Seniors,

what are YOU doing after graduation?

master's degree
programs open to college graduates from a wide range
of majors. These programs are still accepting applications:
Ohio University offers

Social Work

career-oriente- d

(M.S.W.)

www.socialwork.ohiou.edu or call (740)

Public Administration
www.ohiou.edupols

Financial Economics

2

(M.P.A.)

or call (740)

www.ohiou.edueconomics

593-129-

597--

1

(M A.)

Health Administration

593-204-

6

(M.H.A.)

www.hhs.ohiou.edu or call (740)

593-075-

0

Family StudiesChild Development
www.hhs.ohiou.edu or call (740)

Coaching Education

593-287-

(M.S.)

7

(M.S.)

www.hhs.ohiou.edu or call (740)

593-465-

593-489-
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Senate

Co-Cha-

ir:

Nelie Zanca

Campus Senate Secretary:
Norman Kaufmann

Student Council President:
Sam Shopinski
VP Academic Affairs:
Jessica Freeman-SIad- e
VP Student Life:
Karly Burke
Student Council TreasurersCo-Chair-s,
Business and Finance Committee
Billy Callis Aaron Gutting
Chair, Housing and Grounds:
Steve Hands

Chair, Student Lectureships:

John Baker

Colorado College Summer Session offers:
Over 60 courses in over 30 departments
Experiential learning throughout the American Southwest
and across the globe including Australia, Brazil, Canada, Italy
Ecuador, England, Germany, Japan, Mongolia, Peru, and Spain
Dance, music, voice, drama, and film intensives taught by
nationally and internationally known professionals
!-

Declare yourself.

TVwww.ohio.edugraduate
V-- y

Student Council
Election Results

year, but you can't
quite gather up the
courage. You don't

Write for News!
e-m- ail

jv

L-niversit-

Michael Zabek
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of possible leaks. At Kenyon, the
water rate increases have primarily
affected students in terms of the
cost of laundry, as the cost of using
washing machines increased by 25
cents last spring to $1.50 per load.
I lowever, Denison Uni versity and
boast
the Ohio State
similar rates, ranging from $1.00
to$1.25forwashing machines, according to the schools' respective
websites.

Chair, Security and Safety:

(M.C.T.P.)

Get your career started with
a graduate degree from...

the ellects ol water loss on
residents of Gambier are mainly
monetary, although some residents have experienced leakage
problems in their own homes.
Currently McDonald monitors and
takes note of any unusual water
use to locate leaks or is contacted
by individuals. Similarly, Mount
Vernon invites its residents to
monitor their water and to notify
the Water and Waste Department

air. You've waited all

wonder: w hat could

1

Communication Technology and Policy
www.mcclureschool.info or call (740)

So it's spring, and
the year is almost
over. Love is in the

dare to make your
move yet. Or do you?
Every day you walk
by those stairs to
Peirce Tower and look
up just slightly and

348

or call (740)

each day's need."
Council member Liz Forman
was quoted in a 2001 Collegian
article as saying that "Gambier has
one of the highest water rates in
the state of Ohio, and we sit on an
aquifer. The irony of it all." Other
small tow ns and villages in Knox
County, according to research by
the Ohio State University through
the Ohio Water Resources Education Project, use ground water for
their own public water services,
including Centerburg, Danville
and Fredericktow n.
Currently, the village is focused on reducing the amount
of leakage in the current system.
Emmert said, "Rob McDonald,
our VA, has instituted a concerted
program to monitor for and repair
leaks and to replace water meters.
Our goal is to get our losses down
or less by the end of the
to 20
summer and to keep them under
20." lie estimated that water
loss was around 39 at the time
of the March Village Council
meeting.

y

c
leakase is not the most
tive way of dealing w ith Gambier 's
water problems. "One of the things
that I've always felt strongly about
is that we pay pretty high water
rates, and I know there's a place
you can go online and it shows the
water rates for the whole state, and

CONTINUED from page one
the past weeks, including leaks
near Peirce Hall and the Wilson
Apartments as well as the fire
hydrant outside of the Gambier
Community Center, which was
losing 200 gallons each day.
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Center for Fitness, Recreation

Roof, walls, windows close to completion as
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Left: The west wall of the FRA approaches completion, awaiting only the final trim which
will cover the edges between the glass and steel panels. The panels serve to block out the
lower portion or of rices located on the mezzanine, as well as structural supports.
Above: Visitors to the FRA. particularly spectators during athletic competitions, will ascend
this main staircase to access spectator seating tor the pool, arena and tennis courts. 1 he fitness area, theatre and mezzanine offices will also be accessible via this and other staircases.
Amanda Lewis

FRA to boast numerous
Staffed information desk, soundproof walls and
BY SARA KAPLOW, AMANDA LEWIS

AND BRYAN STOKES II
Collegian Staff

With the roof and walls nearing
completion, the basement filled with
essential machinery and an interior taking rugged shape, the new $60 million
Center for Fitness, Recreation and Athletics (FRA) remains on schedule for
a fall 2005 opening. "We know it'll be
complete before second semester next
year," said Clerk of the Works Toin
Lepley. "We're hoping for
we're really hoping for early fall."
According to Lepley. interior progress was somewhat stymied during the
winter by a failure to complete the roof
before the drop in temperatures. Currently, a final layer is being applied
to the roof to prevent leakage around
the structure's many skylights. The
structure is almost enclosed, with approximately twenty percent more glass
and trim remaining to be installed on
the exterior walls.
mid-fal-

l,

Concurrent with construction,
decisions are being made concerning
the hours and security of the FRA.
according to Special Assistant to the
Dean of Students for Student Facility
Development Doug Zipp.
"Access to the FRA is now
being discussed by an advisory
group," said Zipp. "This committee

includes faculty, staff, administra

state-of-the-a-

anti-foggin-

tors, students, Gambier community
members and alumni. We. are discussing
all the issues you have raised in terms
of who can use the facility. A definitive decision has'not been made at this
point but will be coming soon. As for
security of the building, all users will
be required to have a College ID. This
is a change in the Kenyon culture and
w ill allow the effective monitoring of
such a vast space."
A staffed information desk will
prevent unauthorized access to the
"athletic portion" of the FRA, which
includes "locker rooms, indoor track,
arena, fitness and weights and indoor
tennis," according to Zipp. This desk
will act as a "main control point,"
according to Lepley, preserving the
first floor area for students and other
authorized users of the facility. "The
public, w hen they come to see a basketball game, w ill go up the monumental
stairs or up the elevator and will be up
above and we can see where they are
seated," said Lepley.
There has been some discussion
of possibly opening the facilily up to
members of the Ganibier community,
however, a final decision has not been
made on this issue.
Aside from security issues, the
advisory group is also considering
the possibility of extending the hours
during w hich the facility will be open.
"The advisory committee is in the midst

materials

rt

system among innovations in new facility

g

of discussing this issue and w ill make
a recommendation as to the appropriate
hours of operation when the building
opens," said Zipp. "These hours can
certainly be adjusted as we adjust to
the facility. live in it for a while and
see how and when it is being used."
a
Amidst this decision-makinsignificant number of materials-basedecisions have been made which will
affect the maintenance requirements of
the building, as well as the functionality of the facility. According to Lepley.
precautions were taken to ensure comfort for the athletes, w hile also utilizing
materials which would remain intact
without constant attention.
One example of this can be found
in the tennis courts and the overlooking
fitness area. The w alls of this area are
g,

d

specially designed with small holes and
a fiberglass backing to deaden sound
from the reverberation and spectator noise. In addition, the windows,
manufactured in Germany, are "open
solar," which prevents too much light
from entering the room on a bright day.
"These are a computer design for this
place on the planet." said Lepley. "That
the angle of the sun when the sun hits
it. it reflects it back.
The FRA also has a system of
underground ducts, which will blow
warm, dry air onto the glass surfaces
in the pool and track areas. "What we
are hoping for, and they put a lot of
effort into this, is that this will never
condensate no matter how cold it is
outside," said Lepley. "And with this
air, it actually keeps a warm sheet of

Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peiree Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, (ianibier, OH 43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832. Gambier. OH 43022
address: collegian'" kenyon.edu
WWW address: Imp:- collegian. keinon.edu
Facsimile: (740) 427-533- 9
Telephone number: (740)427-5338- .
'Hie opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to the campus and
the world at huge. The opinions expressed on this page licking only to the writer. Columns and letters to
the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Kenyon Collegian staff. All members of the community are
welcome to express opinions through a letter to the editors. The Keny on Collegian reserves the right to
edit all letters submitted lor length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudom nious
letters. Letters must he signed by individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or less. l etters
must also be received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many
letters as possible each w eek subject to space, interest and appropriateness. Members of the editorial board
reserve the right to reject any submission. The iews expressed in the paper do not necessarily reflect the
views of Kenvon College.
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and Athletics preparing for fall

administration mulls -security, access policies
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Amanda Lewis

Above: From chc
football field is visible.

soon-to-b-

e

rubber-surface-

Diamond-shape-

d

d

indoor track, this view of the outdoor track and
supports along this vast window add structural support.

Left: Out of sight and mind for most people who utilize the FRA, these air handlers are located in the basement with all of the other machinery. An array of boilers, dehumidifiers, coolers
and other equipment willl be operated to maintain a comfortable environment in the FRA.
Below: The new Olympic sized swimming pool, which will hold ,000,000 gallons and is up to
deep, awaits ceramic tile, water, and the lowering of a large ballast, currently suspended
above it.
1
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Amanda Lewis

air, does two things, keeps the window
from condensation and moisture forming on the inside, and also takes the
coldness off the walls. I mean, you're

walking along here if you're wet back
from the pool walking along there it
could be really cool." Some of this heat
will come from an elaborate
system, housed in the basement,
which will increase the temperature by
twenty degrees.
In addition, the new facility will
feature plasma screens throughout the
building, capable of displaying input
from video cameras in the arena and
other areas. The arena, which is air- heat-recove-

ry

conditioned arrd capable of holding up
to 2200 students, will be the official
rain site for commencement, although
Lepley believes that the indoor track
space may be considered for that
purpose instead, due to its additional
capacity.
Unlike many conventional buildings, the TRA has buried fiberglass
tubes in lieu of ductwork, which will
prevent future replacement costs. Additionally, all of the machinery has
been incorporated into the basement, to
prevent a large load from being placed
on the roof, which Lepley hopes will
extend the life of the roof.

Cant

vyy

Several tasks remain for the construction team prior to the fall opening.
Interior walls, and large panes of interior glass, which will augment the open
nature of the FRA, need to be installed.
Large quantities of ceramic tile, which
will line the pool and stairwells, also
need to be added to the building. The
use of tile in the pool, rather than paint,
will permifits 1,000,000 gallons of water, which will be drawn from a
College well, to be drained and
refilled only every ten years, according
to Lepley.
The advisory panel is also continuing to undertake the task of test- -

rrttadl

non-potab- le

ing and selecting equipment to occupy
the 12,000 square foot fitness area.
0
According to Zipp, between
pieces of equipment will be purchased
for the space.
"The demonstratorsample pieces
of equipment that we have tested
have been very helpful in realizing
what equipment is good and what
equipment is better," said Zipp. "Students, faculty and staff have provided
some great feedback on each piece
throughout the past two years. This information will be used as we move to the
next step in our process of equipment
selection."
100-20-
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Mansion, apartment, shack?
Seven groups awarded
BY KATHRYN CHIASSON

Staff Reporter

The housing lottery is in full
swing, but a few on campus do not
have to participate. Many organizations on campus receive "special interest housing," which allows them
to select rooms ahead of the rest of
campus. For the upcoming school
year, seven groups will be living
in special interest housing. These
groups range from the sorority Zeta
Alpha Phi to Multicultural Student
Athletes.
The groups who will definitely
be living in special-interehousing
this year are Sangha, a Buddhist
Spiritual Group; student volunteers
for the Fire Department, Multicultural Student Athletes, upperclass
wellness, Zeta Alpha Pi, International Students at Kenyon (ISAK)
and The Ward Street Journal. These
students were assigned housing
based on their stated needs and
their class standing.
The Sangha group will live
in Bexley 115. The student Fire
Department volunteers received a
double in the Wilson Apartments,
Multicultural Student Athletes will
live in three doubles in Manning,
st

and the Ward Street Journal received
suite in Caples. Zeta Ala
pha Pi will occupy Acland 107Aand
ISAK will occupy Acland 105A.
Special-interehousing is
decided based on applications and
presentations by the organizations
to the I lousing and Grounds Committee of the Student Council. This
year no groups were denied housing expressly, but several decided
six-pers-

on

st

to remove their applications, and
some others were unable to fill their
space. The Nu Iota Alpha and Epsi-lo- n
Delta Mu sororities were both
offered space, a New Apartment and
Acland Apartment respectively, and
they each declined to fill the space.
The Black Student Union also declined to fill a Farr double.
The Food Deviants United
pulled their application before their
presentation to the Housing and
Grounds committee this year, as did
the Kokosingers after learning they
would be unable to use the house
that the Food Deviants United used
this past year. Dean of Residential
Life George Barbuto explained that
the house was used only because
they needed more housing and that
the school does not intend to use it
this year at all.

Large enrollment brings
BY MARA ALPERIN

Features Editor

"Kenyon has become very
popular recently, with lots of
qualified applicants," said Dean of
Residential Life George Barbuto.
"It's wonderful for the school,
but it becomes a huge housing
problem. Up until the last minute,
we're never sure if we can house
everyone who is accepted."

The enrollment crunch at
Kenyon has forced the College to
measures to
resort to
house students, including buying
more housing space and allowing
students to live
Because of overenrollment,
the College bought the Murnen
House last summer, so named
because it was purchased from
Associate Provost Sarah Murnen.
"It was a necessity, not something
we wanted to do," said Barbuto of
the College's decision to house four
students there.
According to Bexley Apartments CA Meredith Farmer, the
Office of Residential Life sent out
to juniors and seniors over
the summer, offering the option to
be granted off campus living.
housing is a complicated issue, according to Barbuto. "It is a relatively new thing,"
he said. "In recent history, there
were only two or three students
who lived off campus seniors, or
students with special circumstances
such as they needed to commute
to Columbus in order to work."
"Kenyon was established as
last-minu- te

off-camp-

e-m- ails

--

Off-camp- us

us.

off-camp-

us.

us

off-camp-

--

us

Chair of the Housing and
Grounds Committee Steve Hands
'06 explained, "We look to see if
the organization had special interest housing the prior year, and
whether they used it. We also look
to see if the organization can make
good use of housing, has a reason
to live together, and whether their
living together will enhance Kenyon
intellectually and socially."
Tatsiana Zhurauliova '06, a
member of ISAK, said, "The idea
of an International House has been
around for a while," she said. "It
would be a place for international
students to come together and to discuss their problems and concerns of
a new culture and environment. We
also needed housing which would
be open during the breaks because
not all international students can go
home or travel during the vacations.
What's more, ISAK is doing an international dinner each semester
and we always have problems with
finding a place to cook and to storage
stuff necessary for the cooking. The
international house is also planned
to be a place of the meeting for the
language clubs."
Upperclass wellness was
awarded more spaces than they

off-camp-us

a residential college," added Barbuto. "It's my objective as Dean
of Residential Life to see that all
students live on campus."
Officially, about 30 students
live off campus, mostly in the
Duff Street Apartments or "Milk
Cartons," according to Barbuto.
A common misconception, Barbuto said, is that the Milk Cartons
belong to the College. In fact, they
are privately owned. He added that
the only reason he knows about it
is the cooperative landlord.
For the upcoming year, Barbuto said that already nearly 20
students have been allowed to live
"We may grant a few
more, it depends how enrollment
goes," he said. "We want to be in a
position where we're not granting
housing at all."
"Generally speaking, the studon't
dents we let live
necessarily cause the problems,"
Barbuto said. "The common belief
is that their main purpose is to have
more parties; this may be true, but
some want more space."
Jessica Baum '06 applied to
live off campus for next semester
and was granted permission. "We
didn't want to deal with the housing
lottery'," said Baum. "Besides, it's
actually cheaper to live off camn
apartment
pus in a
with three singles and a kitchen.
We save like two thousand dollars
over the course of the year, and we
get parking."
Karen Chau '06 also applied
next semester.
to live
"I liked the idea of having my own
off-camp-

Dean of Admissions and

us

Financial Aid Jennifer Britz said
that in order to prevent overenrollment and the consequent need for
housing the admissions office has been waitlisting a
number of applicants.
"It feels like we're at Kenyon's
off-camp-

us

could fill, which "poses a problem,"
stated Dean Barbuto, because the
students in Upper-clas- s
Wellness
wanted to be in an environment
with people who had similar goals
but with regular students nearby it
poses an interesting problem. (See

"Upperclass wellness and sub-fre-e
housing reduced to single floors,"
opposite page.)
Students interested in special-interehousing submit a proposal
fort their housing and are expected to
follow it. If a group says in their application they are expecting to hold
several
events throughout the year, they are expected to do
as much. If they don't meet those
requirements, they could lose housing for their group in future years.
In that respect, special interest groups have much more of an
st

all-camp-

us

incentive to be
'It's
like something hanging over their
heads," explained Dean of Residential Life George Barbuto. "Groups
do not want to lose special-interehousing status for the students who
follow them. Whereas every student
on campus has to follow the handbook, students in special-interebetter-behave-

d.

st

st

housing have another contract to
follow. They don't have special

'05-'0- 6

programs they have to be involved
in, as Resident Advisors and Community Advisors do. Special interest
housing affects the lottery by taking
rooms away from other students, but
it "also houses students." Students
who live in special interest housing
have no chance to lose points for
future years as students who live in
division as sophomores do. These
students are 'legitimately housed'
and are in no way guaranteed this
housing in future years.
"I've got mixed emotions about
special-interehousing," explained
Tom Irgens '08. "There are certain
groups that deserve special-interehousing. However, there are some
groups that use it to corrupt the system. I believe there could be closer
inspections towards a group's necessity for special interest housing.
The housing and grounds committee
could be more analytical in terms of
assessing the legitimacy of a group's
claim for special interest housing."
"I would love to see more
groups apply for special-interehousing in the future," said Dean
Barbuto. It does a great job of
bringing people together with similar interests. If anything, it certainly
makes group meetings easier."
st

st

st

housing, more living space

apartment," Chau said. "The apartments on campus feel like glorified
dorm rooms. This will be our first
actual home." She listed many features that the Milk Cartons offer,
such as ovens, which on campus
housing does not.
Baum added that the application process was "realty easy", and
that she did not know of anyone
who had applied and was turned
down. "I think they kind of want
people to live off campus, because
there's such limited housing on
campus," she said.
"If permission is granted, the
students must realize that they have
a greater responsibility to the Gam-bie- r
community," said Barbuto. "It
amps up the responsibility from the
students' perspective."
This is certainly the case in
light of the recent death of Colin
Boyarski '08. "It calls attention
there's a lot more
to something
students living off campus than we
want," said Barbuto. "The College
does what it can do in terms of
protecting students, but it becomes
much more complicated on property that's not ours, even it it's in the
close proximity. The College can
react to what happens on campus
one way, but we are limited to what
happens beyond our borders."

three-perso-

off-camp-

housing for

special-intere- st

maximum capacity right now," said
Britz. "W e've had to become very
stingy with our offers. There were
a lot of very disappointed people
who were waitlisted this spring."
This gives the College more
control over regulating the number
of freshman on campus, although
Britz said she finds it "very sad to
turn down so many qualified
pro-spective- s."

"In the future, we should
have a better idea of how big class
size should be," said Barbuto.
"We need to be assured that we'll
have enough room for everyone
on campus, with some flexibility.
The coming class class of 2009
shouldbe significantly, smaller than
the previous two."
Because of the large size of
recent freshmen classes, there
have been problems squeezing
freshmen into the allotted freshmen living spaces. Many members
of the freshmen class were scattered
among upperclass halls, such as the
second floor of Mather.
However, Eli Rosen '08 said
that he did not mind living among
upperclassmen. "I can always go
over to the freshman quad,"
Rosen said. "It's a walk, but I have
a cool room, so it doesn't really
matter."
Barbuto also said that there
were cases where "there is open
space, but it becomes unusable."
There are several places, according to Barbuto, where it's hard to
stick freshmen or transfer students,
such as in suites or apartments. "It's
hard on the student and hard on the

rest of the apartment," he said.
Lauren I lauser '07 said that a
space opened up in her suite when a
suitemate switched rooms. I lauser
said that it would be "pretty awkward if a random transfer student
were to move into our suite. We
would do our best to be friendly
and inclusive, but it would be difficult for her to jump into our living
dynamic without knowing any of us
really well.
Compounding the problem
further is that students rarely transfer from Kenyon. "Kenyon does a
good job retaining its students,"
said Barbuto. "People are happy
and satisfied with their experience. We don't see a large group
of students who transfer or drop
out."
Britz added that while normally the freshman class loses about 30
students over the summer those
who were accepted from the waitlist at other colleges, such as Yale
or Princeton last summer saw a
low of merely 20 students. "Students who paid their deposit stuck
with Kenyon," she said.
"This a good thing, of course,"
Barbuto added. "But housing-wisit takes away from the flexibility of
the situation that you might see at
other schools. Without a significant
drop of students second semester,
in cases such as homesickness or
unhappiness, we lose flexibility and
it becomes hard to accommodate.
It can be a problem for students
who don't want to live in a triple,
or want a single, or insist on living
South."
e,
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Housing: old woes, new surprises
Upperclass wellness and sub-fre- e
BY

--

CHARLOTTE NUGENT

Iowevcr, when it came time to
pick rooms, only eight people ended up
clxxising to li e on fourth floor Mather
in upperclass w ellness housing. "Normally w ellness is mostly sophomores
and there wasn't a lot of interest this
year," she said. "I xir what reasonj don't
know."
I

Senior News Editor

IK'k of student interest

in living

spaces designated as "siibsLuiec five"
;md "wellness" lias led to a reduetion
in these types

40 jieople lliis.y c;tr," she siiid.

of housing for Qie

2(X)5-200-

6

. . .

school year. Both subsUmce-fre- c
housing in Giplcs and iqiXTclass wellness housing in N lather w ill be reduced
to single floors.
In most years, substance-fre- e

B;trbuto said that designating
eighth floor Caples as subsUmcc-fre- e
housing by administrative fiat is tricky.
Students will be infomied when they
pick rooms during the housing lottery
that eighth-floo- r
Caples is subsUmce-fre'To just leave it up to chance,
to not provide that option, would be
tlx: wrong tiling to do," s;iid Barbuto.
"Because we're trying to do all w e can
to provide environments for students,
for whatever their needs might be."
But he continued, if the floor is
not filled by students who desire a
lifestyle, there are potential
problems. "The onus of responsibility
falls on their shoulders at that point,"
said Biirbuto. "They can't come back
and say T didn't agree to this,' because
y ou did Even though there 's not necessarily a contract they will sign, they
will be infomied."
Barbuto said a similar situation exists on seventh-floo- r
Giplcs this year,
with only two living spaces on the
floor being designated as substmce-fre- e
hoasing. "The majority of the
floor was people who hadn't agreed
e
to live in a
enironment" said
Barbuto. "What we did was for the
people who moved in there, we told
them they were liing on a floor tkit had
that they
been designated as
would be living with iixlividuiils who
had chosen to live w ithcxit subsUuices
of any sort, and that the) slxxild respect
that by their actions. I don't know how
dial's worked out"
According to Caillyn Lundberg
'07, one of Ok few students on seven
Giplcs who chose siibstance-fre- e
--

housing and upperclass wellness
housing are initiated and organicd by
students, who apply for special interest
housing with the 1 lousing aixl Gnxnxls
Committee much as any other group.
This year, however, no one applied for
substancc-fre- e
housing, and only eight
people have chosen to live in upjxTclass
wellness housing. Currently, students
live in suhstaiice-frc- e
housing on the
eighth and part of the seventh floor
of Cajoles and in upperclass wellness
housing on the third and fourth short-sid- e
floors of lather.
e
"Once I saw there was no
in
the
interest
application
special
process, I had I lousing and Grounds
Committee chair Steve Hands '06
e
contact those current members of
housing," said Dean of Residential
Life George Barbuto. ' But there was no
interest there. So we made a conscious
administrative decision to designate
eighth-floo- r
e
Caples as
for
next year."
This is a break from past years,
in which substance-fre- e
housing was
only granted at student request. "I
think what we've relied on in the past
was the student-driveinitiative of the
whole thing," said Barbuto. "But as
evidenced by what's happened this
year, something's not clicking there."
Kate Coens '06, who is coordinating upperclass w ellness housing
for next year, said initially there w as
more interest. "I gave the I lousing
and Grounds committee a list of 30 or

e.

sub-sUmce-f-

sub-fre-

sub-fre-

sub-fre-

sub-fre-

sub-fre- e,

n

th-flo- or

Inaugural year for
BY ROSE

"I like to have the option of living
with my friends, regardless of which
genitalia they currently possess," said
Ryan N lerrill '07 of Kenyan's new coed housing option.

apartment housing has

four-perso- n

of print
Dean of Residential Life George

Barbuto was not surprised by tlx; minimal requests for co-e-d apartments in the
second lottery drawing, which included
housing in the Bexlcys, Aclands and
New Apartments. "In our lottery from
the other night, I believe one, may be
said Barbuto.
two groups will be co-eI Ie acknowledged tot tlie numbers are
consistent with trends in co-e-d housing
at other colleges. ' 1v lany scha is that are
similar to Kenyon have co-e-d housing
d"

.

.

d

received a small response thus far in
the hoasing lotteries for next year,
although the drawing for
apartments has not taken place by the
time

.

Barbuto agreed that couples
i

living, the situation has worked out
well. " lost of the
students ;ue my friends from fresliniiin
yc;ir!" she said. "The mixed environment has not been a problem, because
(he
xoplc have been considerate and either partied elsewhere or
kept their substances in their rooms ...
It's geiK-- illy quiet with (lie exception of
one guy who ;dways has liis girlfriend
in his nx)in doing tilings with him. ... I
tliink a really strongly
e
donn
lliat had activities and the like would
have just made more demands on my
time."
Coens siiid that iqipcrclass wellness faces such a fractured living
arrangement next year because the
rooms the group lms chosen on the
fixirth floor of N lather are not adjacent
"I'm trying to sec if I am convince
some of my underclassmen friends to
sign flxir ruuiics for wellness, people
I trust to behave wcllncss-y,- "
she said
"I w ould have liked to have filled up
all of fourth floor. It would have been
nice because now we'll probably end
up getting summer housing people in
there, and you just don't know w hat
they're going to be like."
She added, Tm kind of w orried
it will be a little louder, but then again I
don't know how many people are going
to want to walk all the way up to fourth
floor for a party ."
Gx-n- s
said she had heard of only
minor clashes between
and wellness students in the past '1
know people in the kitchen area can
be really loud sometimes, but there's
not much you can do about that," she
said. "I've hand stories of people who
were drunk and passed out in some of
the batlirooms."
Josie Comas Bardot '08 signed up
for wellness because "I wanted to live
north, avoid Giplcs, eat lunch at Gimd,
and live in a respectful environment,"
she said. "I also wanted to avoid the
lottery."
noii-substiuiec-fr-

non-sub-fr-

who chose to live together was oik of
the major risks that the I lousing and
Grounds Committee and the Senate
discussed last year before approving
co-e- d
housing. "There was some
concern about boyfriends-girlfriendrelationships," said Barbuto. "We would
hope tlirough some level of maturity that
people would realize it's not much of a
sniiut move."
Erin Ellingvv ood '07, who will
five with Merrill and four others in
s,

a New Apartment next year, cited

ee

ec

n

sub-fre-

non-wcllnc-

ss

However, few oilier freshmen
made the same choice. Kyle Aduns
'08, who chose to live on freshman
wellness, will not be living on upxr-clas- s
w ellness next year. "None of my
friends, including my nx miniate, would
have wanted to live in Mather," he
siiicL "Also, the only tilings thai I have
heard of upperclass w ellness is thai
llie people that live there tend to be
a bit odd creepy and arc a Utile more
hardcore about it than on freshman
wellness."
Natalie Robinson '08 also chose
to live on freshniiin wellness but opted
out for next year. "I didn't realize that
there was im iqipcrclass wellness and I'd
prefer to live with my friends," she said.
"One of my friends ... was planning on
living in wellness next year, but she said
that she got a sense al the lottery that it
wouldn't be a very social atmosphere . .
It's also possible thiit the w hole idea of
having a wellness floor is not as 'fresh'
anymore. . . Sometimes newer ideas
or programs are more interesting."
Though Barbuto ckxs not know
w hy there has been such aixanic interest
in subsUuice-fre- e
and upperclass wellness living next year, it troubles him. "I
think if substance-fre- e
and upperclass
wellness housing disappeared it would
be a problem, because then you would
find that there are students who really
want those options," he said "Weneed
to look at (lie options that we proide.
... Do we, as Office of Residential Life,
need to tike more of an active role in
organizing that?'
But Barbuto is wary of straying
from the office's traditional approach
of allowing student interest to drive
the creation of such living spaces.
"Any initiative at a college will fail if
it doesn't have a basic core of support
from students, if it amies from the
administration on down," he said
Barbuto s;iid that there are no
planned changes to freshman wellness
housing for next year, although he
.

.

wondered if the iidministration should
focus more on "well" living in freshman
dorms as a whole. "I somewhat scratch
my head w hen someone say s T didn't
sign up to live in freshman wellness,'"
siiidBarbulo. "I wonder what their issue
is. Is the issue to drink? Because that's
not a debatable point"

Because neither drinking nor
smoking is allowed in freshmim dorms,
siiid Barbuto, they are effectively "well"
ill ready. "I wonder if this is something
w here w e have to adopt a philosophy
across the board instead of saying a
particukir floor is designated as a wellness floor," he siiid
And though the recent death of
Glin Boy arski '08 has many on aim-pu- s
reaxisidering Kenyon 's "drinking
culture," people interviewed for this
article expressed reservations about
the ability of wellness and substance-fre- e
housing to lead to a safer College
environment
"Only those who choose wellness will make it work," said Elizabeth
Dexheimer '08, who currently lives on
freshman wellness. 'Plating students in
a dorm designated as 'wellness' does
not necessarily mean that they are going
to live 'well.' It is something that is up
to each individual student"
Coens said that "it's a choice" to
live on wellness. "Some people don't
want to do that, andl don't think we can
force them," she said 'People have to
make their own mistakes, and I honestly
don't know what we could have done
to prevent Colin 's death"
'Tf people thought that in light of
this boy's tragedy they were going to
live 'well' for the rest of their Kenyon
career, then you would see a lot more
people signed up for this living," said
AvaTanton '08, who currently lives on
freshman wellness. "Whether you're
living on wellness or not, I think any
kind of tragedy is possible. I don't believe housing programs could prevent
another tragedy on campus."

student housing off to slow start

co-e- d

One percent of students
take up lhat option."
Students who chose to apply for
co-e-d
apartments acknowledged that
many of their classmates arc not apliving spaces. "I think
plying for co-esome arc and some arc afraid to," said
Merrill. "Not because they fair the
opposite sex, but there is the chance
of rooming with a significant other,
w hich could go sour and aid up mining your year."
as an option

BABINGTON

Staff Reporter

Co-e- d

ree

housing reduced to single floors

similar reasons for the low numbers of
apartment applications. "It's still
a relatively new idea, and there are a lot
of guys and girls I know w ho would
never be able lo live with the opposite
sex," slid Ellingvvood "Most girls are
generally more comfortable living with
co-e-d

otlicr girls."
Another resident in EUingvv ood
and Merrill's New Apartment, David
Flaherty '07, expressed surprise at
"how few people were applying for
co-e-d
housing, at least so far. "If I'm
not mistaken, our group is the only
co-e- d
groiqi, and al the lottery there didn't seem to be more than
n
gnxqis,"
one or two co-e- d
he said 'Perhaps that will change next
n
lottery, but so
week at the
f;ir I'm very surprised after it was such
a big issue last year."
A .scan of llie lottery listings for flic
n
aparbnents on Wednesday
revealed an additional fiveorsLxgroiqis
of students who appeared lobe applying
for co-e- d housing.
six-pers-

on

tliree-perso-

four-perso-

four-perso-

Barbuto said that there was not
much resistance to the idea of co-e-d
apartment housing when it was discussed and approved last year, ill though
he did note that d housing "is ixt an
option al a majority of schools." hi the
context of flic housing crunch this year,
Barbuto commented (kit it was dcxilxTul
"that co-e- d housing would have any
real true effect on space, on availability"
but that this is the "first year we're putting it into place, it's hard to say what
impact it has had or will have."
Flaherty did note that his living
arrangement next year will be different from what he is used to. "I actually
tliink it might be a Utile weird living
with women who aren'tmy mother aid
sister, but it is a really good way to be
able to be with friends," he said "When
my friends were getting together to talk
about where to live ix:xt year, we decided it would work best this way we
could group together to get an apartment
w ith people that we all liked"
FUingwood expressed her grati
co-e-

tude to those who worked to secure
housing, saying that 'T can't
live with five other girls. It would be
impossible for me to retain my sanity
for an entire year if I had to put up with
an apartment full of girls. The absolute
last place I would ever live on campus
is inBushncll. I get along much better in
co-e- d
environments and just generally
have more fun."
Barbuto said that the numbers
of students who choose co-e-d housing "may grow over time, then again
may not' ' Because the policy approved
only applies to apartments, he said he
has already been approached by rising
sophomores about the possibility of
co-e-d
suites in Caples. Barbuto pointed
out to tlxan that the policy for next year
could not be changed, and ' 'lliey understood" I Iowevcr, he commented that
he did not know "if having an qition
in Caples is a wise choice or if it would
even matter" but that Residential life
would wait to sec how d housing
fared in its debut at Kenyon next year.
co-e- d

co-e-
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HONORS DAY

Thursday, April 14, 2005

Academy of American Poetry Prize Elisabeth Ann Divis
Alan G. Goldsmith Memorial Prize Natalie M. Mrak, Sclh Franklin Bernstein, Catherine Elizabeth Papai
American Chemical Society Award Emily Kathleen Rains
American Chemical Society Junior Award Mark Steven Gciger
Ashford Memorial Award for Excellence in Dramatics W illiam Hart Adashek
Biology Award for Outstanding Service to the Department Toskhan Jamaal Marcel Coopcr-SheltoBiology Independent Study Prize Marc A. Mergy, Blylhc Hamill Philips
Carl Diehl Prize in Greek Robert John Gycncs
Carl Diehl Prize in Latin Benjamin Stone Tccts, Alison Marie Fisher
Carl Djerassi Award in Chemistry Christopher Charles 'Wager
Charles Singer Williams Prize in French Laccy Lynn Worth, Jennifer Rae Ratcrman
Chemical Rubber Company Chemistry Achievement Award Joel Stanley Beckett
Chinese Prize Anna Licse Zimmermann
Curtis A. Seichter Award Grace Elizabeth Murray
Dalton Fellowship for American Studies Elizabeth Ann Harmon
David B. Perry Community Service Music Prize Gilberto Jesus Esqueda
David B. Perry Senior Award in Music Timothy Kern Chenettc
Denham Sutcliffe Memorial Award Randccp Paula Dhiman, Sarah Harrison Rodgers
Doris B. Crozier Award Nicholas Alexandre Wcstcrvclt, Nike Dcsis
Dorothy E. and Thomas C. Jegla Prize Alexandra Gavin Lodge
E. Malcolm Anderson Cup Nicholas John Xcnakis
Edward Harvey Prize Jessica Marie Dvorak
Elbe H. Johnson Prize Ariel Oscar Heller
Elmer Graham Scholarship Kelly Patricia Burke
Eppa Rixey III Memorial Scholarship Travis Philip Brcnnion
George B. Ogden Prize Christopher Michael Bench
George Gund Award Rachel Alayna Oppcnhcimcr
George Herbert Mead Award Claudia D'Angclo Masko, Gayle Jeannctte Christiansen, Elizabeth Collins Yon
George L. Brain Prize Jessica Marie Dvorak, Daniel R. Hcrrick
Humanitarian Award Andrea Lin Dedmon
Italian Prize Rachel Marie Miller, Rebecca Joy Steffy
J. R. Butz Mathematics Prize Benjamin T. Johnson
James E. Michael Prize in Playwriting Nclie Glenn Zanca
James P. Storer Scholar Ellen Rence Schuler, Liam Patrick Haggcrty, Richard Scott Bartholomew, Kimberly Kathleen Brady, Gavin Edward Broady, Michael
Andrew Joseph Ferrett, Andrew Hamilton Lenn
James Castle, Joseph Martin Gallagher Ncilscn, Susan Faison
Japanese Prize Jennifer Alissa Colby, Anna Holliday Wclton
Jeffrey S. Williams Memorial Award for Integrative Study in Psychology and Economics Rebecca B. Don
Jess Willard Falkenstine Award Olivia Leigh Tucci, Gabriel Rodrigucs, Dana Halicki, Borko Tesic
Joanne Woodward Trophy Sarah B. Gitenstein
John Chestnut Memorial Award Sean Joseph Byrnes Franzblau
John Crowe Ransom Poetry Prize Elisabeth Ann Divis
Jon L. Williams Prize for Neuroscience Tyler John Newman
Margaret E. Leslie Prize in Art Megan Spindel Thomas
James Ryan Haw ken, Joshua Lee Mabra
Margaret Mead Award Thomas D'Urse Schlcsingcr-GuidcllMartin Luther King Humanitarian Award Aaron Theodore Samuel
Mastin Scholar Everett Thomas Hayes, Anne Elizabeth Harwood, Mcilyn AnaLinda Chan
Maxwell Elliott Power Prize Emclyne Katherine Dengler
Molly R. Hatcher Prize in Women's and Gender Studies Angela Lynn Arahood
Muriel C. Bradbrook Prize Marta Maranda Evans
National Conference on Undergraduate Research Amy Elizabeth Aloe, Emily Vanessa Roth
Paul Newman Trophy Andrew Vaught
Paul Titus Economics Prize Christopher Charles Wager
Peterson Prize in Art Rebecca B. Don
Philip Wolcott Timberlake Freshman Award Timothy Stephen Miller, Laccy Lynn Worth, Jessica Ashley Frccman-Slad- e
Propper Prize for Poetry Conor Delaney Dirks
Psychology Prize Emily Elizabeth Nishioka
Reginald B. Allen Prize Jun Ma
Richard F. Hettlinger Award Christopher Michael Bench, Meredith Ann Fanner
Richard Kingan Liggitt Memorial Award in Art History Grace Elizabeth Murray, Rachel Marie Miller
Robert Bowen Brown, Jr. Prize Andrew Pietcr Yreede
Robert Daniel Memorial Scholarship Elizabeth Ann Lopalto, Matthew Brock Biedlingmaier
Robert II. Hallstein Memorial Award in Art Rachel Erin Esslingcr
Robert L. Baker Memorial Prize Rebecca Joy Steffy
Russian Prize Sclh Franklin Bernstein
Memorial Prize Richard Scott Bartholomew
Lanzrath
Sigrid
Simpson Prize Andrea Lin Dedmon
Solomon R. S. Kasper Prize in Mathematics Joseph M.G. Ncilscn
Spanish Prize Elizabeth Walton Copson, Nadia Reiman
McGowan Prize in American History Katharine Touchton Leonard
Rice
Stuart
The Dance Prize Shannon Mackenzie Donald
Thomas B. & Mary M. Greenslade Award in Music Performance David Alexander Flaherty, Courtney Erin Snow
Virgil C. Aldrich Prize Scott Andrew Brown
William A. Long Memorial Award Carmen M. King
Wycoff A. Sword Memorial Prize in Art Nike Desis
n
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S tudents
BY MAX

THELANDER

Staff Writer

In a remote comer ol" a field
near the Rrown Family Environmental Center sit two inconspicus
ous while boxes resembling
that probably go unnoticed
Upon closer
by most passers-by- .
examination, though, one notices
a distinct buzzing sound and may
observe the coming nad going of
bees. These boxes, now home to
roughly 12,000 bees, are the new
est addition to the BFEC.
The project was conceived
by Richard Marinos '07 w hen,
b
while purchasing some
at a grocery store one
day, and decided that it would
be lun to keep bees at Keny on.
Consulting with Jordan Professor
of Environmental Science and
Biolog Raymond Ileithaus and
Program Director for the BFEC
Jason Larson, Marinos and Ellen
Herbert '07 worked out the siting,
school funding and other project
logistics. Erin Salva, Kenyon's
Disability Coordinator, loaned
the students equipment and gave
advice derived from her own beekeeping experience.
Early in March, Marinos
attended a conference at the College of Wooster, hosted by the
Beekeeping Association. Next, he and Herbert went
night-stand-

hon-evcom-

Tri-Coun-

ty

put bee" back in BFEC

to the Agricultural Extension
office in Mount Vernon, where
they learned of a beekeeper in
Danville the son of the former
Knox County bee inspector and
himself a keeper of well over a
hundred hives. The students purchased tw o pounds of California
honey bees for roughly $ 100, and
brought the bees back to Kenyon.
"The first couple of weeks the
bees are in the hive is the worst
lime because they 're not used
to their location, they're not attached to their home, and there's
a huge risk of them Hy ing away
and setting up house somewhere
else," said I lerbert, bending over
the hive wearing an old green
Bight suit and protective head
cover.
The students expect the bees
to feed on flowers at the BFEC as
well as at a nearby soy bean field.
Marinos and Herbert w ill be on
campus this summer, but most of
their work won't come until late
summer.
"The bees don't require much
maintenance over the summer;
over the next summer w e'll just
be checking on them, and then
around August we'll be having
our big honey collection," said
I lerbert.
They do not know how much
honey they can expect to collect

What would it be?

v'l

A

"Best Comment Card"
Zack Stoltzfus '07

A

"The Dan Leaderman Award"
Liz Jacobson '06
and Laura Wallace '06

V

'1

9

44

Ifyou could create a new award for Honors Day,
'

The Kenyon Collegian

in August, but what is collected
will be sold to the Kenyon com- munity. After the honey harvest,

the beekeeping operations will
continue, and the bees will be fed

a solution of one part sugar and
one part water during the winter,

The students said that they
hope to eventually make their
project more permanent, possibly

TV

long-runnin-

'X

r

-

'':".f

-

"Best A Cappella Group"
Olivia McGuire '08
and Mandy Cole '06

Max Thclander

Ellen Herbert, '07, attends to the hives at the BFEC.

A stitch in time for New Directions
... so I figured it'd be nice to donate

BY JENNY LU
Features Assistant

it to tlicni at tlie Christinas Party," said

Yam, knitting needles, mov ies,
and popcorn set the scene at the Crozier
CentcrCharity Knit In from 12-- 6 p.m.
last Saturday, where students spent the
afternoon knitting hats and scarves to
donate to the New Directions Domestic
Abuse Shelter of Knox County.
Every year. New Directions holds
a Christmas party for tlie needy. The
shelter accepts donations y ear round
for presents to give aw ay at tlie party.
"All of our work will be donated for
this cause," said Crozier Manager
Cauierine Woltering '05. "Tlie Knit-I- n
w as inspired by our weekly knitting
group and tlicir desire to lielp put tlieir
passion and talents for knitting to work
for a good cause."
"I volunteer at New Directions,
where a lot of tlie cliildren didn't have
winter clothing like hats and scarves

Laura I Iuss '07, who will be tlie next
Crozier M;inager.
All of tlie yam was either purchased by the Crozier Center or donated by Craftsman I Iill Fibers, a local
y arn shop in ML Vernon. Participants
brought their own knitting needles,
but tlie Crozier Center also provided
needles for those who needed them.
scarves
I Iuss estimated having 20-3- 0
and 0 hats by the end of the knit-i-

n.

5-1-

Members of Kenyon's knitting
group show ed up, as did students who
just enjoyed knitting. At any given
time, there were between ten to twenty
y
paipleattlieknit-inmanstayedfor
almost the w hole time.
The turnout for this first Charity
Knit-I- n
encouraged the Crozier Board
to make it an annual activity.
"Td like to do it next y ear in tlie
fall as w ell, so w e could donate more
to tlie Christmas Party" said I lass.

Woltering was also pleased
"It was a
with the activity's tum-ousmashing success that we'll definitely
organize again," said Woltering, "In
fact, we're reserving Crozier for next
Saturday so that people can come, eat
popcorn, watch movies and finish the
projects that they didn't finish this
L

Woltering explained that the
did not take place before this
past winter because "with tlie manager switch at tlie semester and tlie
of Stitch and B , we
figured it would be better to give tlie
participants a few weeks to feel comfortable with tlieir newly acquired knitting skills before being asked to knit for

Knit-I- n

re-launch-

ing

six hours."

t.iOViii
15

establishing educational programs
on beekeeping at the BFEC next
year, both for local children and
for Keny on students.
"We'd really like to involve
freshmen students who would
be able to carry on the project
when we're gone. ... Maybe it
will become more of a club and a
g
organization," said
Herbert.
On the other hand, if there is
no one to take care of the bees
after their current keepers graduate, the students maydonate them
to a local 4-- 1 1 club. Up until a few
days ago, Kenyon's beekeepers
had experienced few problems
w ith the project.
"There's only a slight risk of
being stung. ... The bees have not
been aggressive, and they're actually really docile," said Herbert.
The latest challenge, though,
is the most troubling: a scourge
of Varroa mites, parasites that
attack and kill honeybees
"They can cause a lot of your hive
to die, so that's something we're
currently worried about, but hopefully we'll able to solve it soon
and have a good honey harvest,"
said Herbert.

-

week"
"This was a lot of fun, and I'd
lookfor any excuse to spend a Saturday
knitting." said Stefanie Wilson '08.

lull

the Holocaust" in Olm
Kenyon I Mlel and the
and
Studies
Religious
of
Audotorium at 8 pm. The lecture will be sponsored by the Dcpaitincnt
I Iolocaust Course.
comI fis lecture w ill follow tlie legal responses to tlie Nuremberg trials, landsman stressed that these "risky and
a
IJemjanjuk,
John
die
1986
case
of
cited
he
example,
an
As
generations.
in
later
the
plicated" cases were also present
nefarious
the
being
with
charged
and
camp
death
alTreblinka
committed
crimes
for
convicted
was
who
I Iranian guard
that
"Ivan tlie Tcniblc." According to Landsman, despite Dcmjanjuk's other war crimes, evidence was later produced

On Tuesday, April

19, Keny on alum StephanA. Landsman

'69 will speak on '"Crimes and

Demjanjuk was definitely not the alleged Ivan.
'These misUikes destroy the w ill cHs
e
enterprise. It
because tlie process of justice has been discredited. This signals die risks of big trials it is not a
blinds you to what is really going on,"
"But there
"You am say that die I Iolocaust is more than fifty years behind us and no longer relevant," he continued
die
same
pattern
follow
s
It
recently.
trials
in
all
process
had
.
they
Rwanda.
are .so many places Cambodia. . Balkcns.
trial."
on
really
what's
on
focus
of thinking big and losing
at Kenyon,
A Relisrion major, and a graduate from Harvard Law School, landsman said that die classes he took
die
die
in
challenge
rarticularly "those under Professor Emeritus of Religious Studies Donald Rogan, sparked his interest
century,"
die
of
events
historical
justice sy stem faces. "I worried about and aired about certain problems posed by the big
to address big mid difficult
he said'Thc wonderful tiling about Kenyon is that it gives us die tools to liberate die mind
cost-fre-

.

"The

ft

Guy
Award."
Liam Haggerty '06
Good-Lookin-

g

BY STEPHEN

DESANTO

. .

.

problems dial w e sec and understand and reflect on in life."
will be challenged to dunk
Landsman said that his speech will be mostly from a historical angle. "I hope students
or intellectual study
usefulness
and
need
die
world,
and
die
in
today
them
undermine
about die aire values and things dial
s;iid
in addressing a problem," he
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Kwareness is the best participation
this week follow
The campus community began its
ing the death of Colin Boyarski last Sunday, which was almost certainly
related to alcohol. However long it actually lasts, there is now an active
debate about Kenyon 's drinking culture in student Council, Senate, on
including the
the streets of Gambier and in these pages. As many
and self-re- li
responsibility
scramble to 'preach student
Collegian
students can
Kenyon
most
whether
asking
ance, it's more than worth
first
place.
in
the
be responsible adults
Two statements made by President S. Georgia Nugent last week
highlight a contrast that defines our party culture. First, the sobering
thought "it could have been me" will ring true for many students in
weeks to come. It is well known that at Kenyon there is a lot of heavy
drinking, a lot of experimentation, bad mornings, and very close calls.
It happens every weekend. What is equally true is that the close, sup
portive Kenyon environment is one in which students almost always
watch out for and care for other students who may go over the edge. This
can hardly be understated. The problems mentioned here are endemic
to all colleges, and it is a rare institution which can claim "25 years
since" a friend fell through the cracks, and didn't get up again.
For all that, are individual Kenyon students either able to or ex
pected to be responsible for themselves? The situation is not reassuring.
The drinking age laws and the subsequent rules Kenyon has to enforce
label most students as at best, partial adults. The regulations also make
a thousand students -- who can vote, fight wars, run for local office and
manage their own debts, but not drink a glass of win- e- only partially
responsible for their violations. Frequently, party hosts, merchants
and parents are held to stricter penalties than their adult children,
friends or customers who actually choose to drink. Kenyonites will find
themselves swimming upstream if they actually try to see themselves
soul-searchi-

ng

as accountable.
This is only half the problem The remaining conflict with a student- reliant policy is the students themselves. It's a very rare
who cannot tell you fundamentally what alcohol is or what too much
drinking will do to a person. The body keeps up a pretty good dialogue
with a partygoer, and they know what they've had to drink. Yet it is
18-year--

old

common, almost universal, for Kenyon students to hurt themselves
weekend after weekend. That friends and Security are usually around
to play the role of caretaker, doesn't mean that they should be. Students
haven't been good ambassadors for the loose policies they demand.
It's difficult to tell where to start. President Nugent 's comments
supporting student responsibility and rejecting "draconian" measures
are laudable. Meanwhile, readers may wince to read that a Kenyon
on the part of the administration
parent is convinced
is the only solution to irresponsibility, but his point is well taken that
Kenyon rules are meant to be seen as formidable, but not entorccd.
Bad laws, irresponsible students and doublespeak on the part of the
administration ... these are the undercurrents in our social scene that
make "personal responsibility" a tough rallying cry this year. Nonethe
less, the "culture" will only change when the individual changes herself.
It's a matter of years either way. Years until habits improve, or years
until the next memorial service. Here's to hoping we choose wisely.
near-babysitti-

ng
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Crack down on drinking
going to be enforced and that stated
penalties will be applied. Security's
involvement should not have to wait
for another student to "squeal" on a
party or for things to get so bad that
there is a true medical emergency.
Perhaps the most difficult isthat
is
of penalties to be applied
sue
Clearly this deserves a longer discussion. What is important, however,
is that whatever those penalties are,
they are known by all the students
and they are applied consistently. But
even after one offence there should be
warnings and a clear explanation off
urther consequences if that kind of
behavior continues." I then pointed
to the rules and practices at particular
other universities which seem to be

J.H. HUMPHREY, P'08
Guest Columnist

The death of Colin Boyarski

is

tragic, yet with Kenyon 's statement
that Knox County Sheriff David Barber believes that alcohol was a factor
in his death, no one can be genuinely
surprised that such a tragedy has taken
place. Regardless of the exact outcome of the toxicology investigation,
the school's lax enforcement of Ohio's
drinking laws were
laws on under-ag-e
adding up to disaster. Students who
li ve at Kenyon and those families who
keep in close touch realized long ago
the extent and nature of the alcohol
abuse that is occurring on and around
the campus.
I wrote to Dean Omahan three
times this fall to raise the issue of
underage drinking on campus. On
SepL 22, 1 wrote: "It would indeed be
damaging to the reputation of Kenyon
if this kind of behavior were to be allowed to continue unchecked, and I
shudder to think of the possibility that

having more success.
"It might be worth considering
the possibility that President Nugent
or another high official send a memoand certainly
randum to all students
outlining
students
to all under-ag- e

the college's rules as they pertain
to the use of drugs and alcohol and
reminding them what precisely the

a death might occur on campus as a

consequences are for infringement.

direct result of the abuse of alcohol.
The news reports in recent days have

documented many

alcohol-relate-

When these letters and my
ensuing phone calls to Director of
Securityy and Safety Dan Werner
and Dean of Residential Life George
Barbuto did not appear to produce
any tangible results, and following
vandalism that
the alcohol-relate- d
occurred in Norton on Dec. 14, I
raised the matter on Dec. 16 with

d

deaths at colleges." In reply, Dean
Omahan referred me to the Student
which I read.
Handbook 2(XH-0- 5,
I
28,
wrote to him: 'The
On Oct.
states that 'being
Handbook
Student
intoxicated is in violation of college

policy,' but the penalties are not
stated." I continued: "It is not clear
to me what the College's policy is

President Nugent, asking her "to give
the utmost priority to the review of
regulations
Kenyon 's alcohol-relate- d
I
suggested
enforcement."
and their
w hat kind
decide
"must
that Kenyon
it
advertise
be,
it
wishes
to
school
of
as such, and follow through with clear

with regard to fraternities and other
residences. Is that drinking controlled or not? Where does
the responsibility lie for what goes
on there? In practice, isn't that where
most of the underage drinking is now
occurring? And then the kids stagger
back to their dorms drunk ..."
On Nov. 7, I ventured to offer
off-camp-

us

sanctions."
I

Dean Omahan specific suggestions
for improving the situation:
'The admitted students need
much clearer and
information on the College's policies
with regard to underage drinking, the
illegal use of drugs, sexual promiscubehavior.
ity and general
This should include both clear rules
and clear penalties, all the way down
better-emphasiz-

ed

anti-soci- al

to the final step of expulsion. This
information should also be sent
separately to the parents of admitted
students.
College officials and security
should take a more proactive approach
so that the students know from the
that the college's policies arc
lie-ginni-

continued: "In our opinion

there is at present a gulf between the
regulations in the handbook and w hat
is enforced on the ground. It is worse
than useless to print policies which
are not kicked up with actions and

ng

which are treated as a joke by many
students... We suggest that there needs
to be a Presidential directive ... which
sets out clear expectations for student
behavior and clear sanctions for dealing with infractions."
To Dean Omahan on Dec.20
I wrote that, "against the backdrop
of the national publicity about the
several deaths from alcohol abuse cm
Colorado campuses and at Oklahoma
... and the forthright steps taken by
Oklahoma to deal with this kind of
behavior... perhaps the Kenyon community will more readily accept the

need for firmer regulation to stop
things from getting out of hand."

President Nugent replied

--

to

22: "None of us
Wemer, Director
Omahan,
Nugent,
of Health and Counseling Dr Tracy
Schermer, Director of Counseling
Services Patrick Gilligan, the Chair
of the Board of Trustees believes
that your suggested measures would
ameliorate the situation. ... Even
given our collective assessment of
the suggestions, I might ... come out
tough against drinking in a cynical
way: not believing that it will actually help, but thinking 'Well, it can't
hurt, and maybe it would make some
parents feel better' That's not what
I'm planning to do. First, because
it would be dishonest to you, to my
campus, and to my beliefs. And second, because ... becoming tougher on
enforcement has no effect whatsoever
on lessening student drinking. Indeed,
drinking may even increase as a result
of such pronouncements. I believe
pretty strongly that the appropriate
note to hit is about the seriousness of
personal responsibility, not the threat
of enforcement ... What I would be
very keen on pursuing is a campus-wid- e
emphasis on the importance of
personal and mutual responsibility."

my letter on Dec.

President

Nugent's further

remark, "If students are simply cowered by draconian measures, where
is the learning in that'.7" implied that I
was advocating a police state on campus. My suggestions outlined above
plainly and deliberately did not go to
that extreme. It is irrelevant whether
this kind of behavior is by now considered "normal" or a rite of passage
on college campuses; "normal" does
not mean it has to be accepted, particularly not when it is illegal in the
state of Ohio.
In short, Nugent's letter gave the
firm signal that the discussion was
ended: the Administration's collective mind had been made up. But the
dangers were patent. And is it realistic
tosupposethat 18and 19year-oldsi- n
the midst of drunken "parrying" will
suddenly stop and ask themselves:
"Am I being personally and mutually responsible?' The question now
for those who remain is whether this
tragic event will have any effect whatsoever upon Kenyon 's dealings with
underage drinking on campus, and
especially upon associated enforcement and penalties. Until Kenyon
establishes rules with clear penalties
and means what it says, parents will
live in dread of that most awful phone
call.
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Strip flix: Good?
Comics-made-movi-

are mixed blessings

es

The) arc a long sUinding part of
American culture. They tell stories
of heroes and villains, of lives lost
and lives saved, of victories and
defeats. They are a vvxilspring of
countless hours of enjoyment and
imaginative ideas for minds that
seek something more than the ordinary. They are comic books, and
they are becoming extinct.
This is not to say that Marvel
or DC will be closing their doors
an' time soon. It's not the pages
themselves that are disappearing,
but rattier that the highly original
stories and characters of the comic
book world are slowly fading against
a background of Hollywood glitz
and glamour. In the w ords of Chris
Miller '05, "the movies being made
now are consumerist destruct-- o nostalgia, bastardizations of comics we
knew."
With the recent rash of
com-ics-turned-high-grossing-mo-

vies,

some of the printed medium's
finest residents are getting lost or
burned by the limelight. Elektra
d
and Daredevil are both
comics and superheroes, but the
movies made the former look like
a story about a woman who seems
to buy her clothes at the local sex
shop and the latter made the story-jusplain boring.
This is not to say that there
haven't been good movies made
out of comics: the Spider-Maand
mov ies have done an
outstanding job staying true to their
original forms. Andy Clautice '05
agrees that "the Spiderman and
early Batman movies preserve
the original characters pretty well
... The
franchise in particular has done a very good job of
preserving the personae of its main
well-love-

t

n

X-M-

en

X-M-

in the
process. American Splendor, Sin City, and Spider-ma- n
are all excellent examples of
movies w here the creator(s) had
input at ev ery step of the w ay. For
some, these projects turn out well,
others seem to elicit mixed reviews.
Sin City, Frank Miller's v iolent and
blood-tillestory of the interweaving
lives of some of Basin City's more
"unusual" denizens, was (he recipient
of such reviews from both critics and
fans. It was very true to the origin;tl
film-maki-

ERIN ELLINGWOOD
Staff Columnist

en

characters."
So w hy haven't all of the comic
book movies done as well as others? Well, in some cases, the comics

just cannot make good movies due
to their highly individualized nature
of experience from person to person.
Say s Caitlin Watkins '08, "Hellboy
was a movie that stayed close to the
original story and characters, but it
made for a lousy movie because it's
the kind of comic
and movie
that can only appeal to certain
people instead of the wide audience
a movie requires."
Movie companies, as well as
those that hold the rights to the original stories and characters, need to be
more discreet when choosing w hich
comics should be sent to the silver
screen and which should remain on
shelves. When the movies are good
and true, it's a victory for both the

film and comic book industries,
but when "there are bad movies,
they make the source material look
bad" according to Rachel Armstrong
'05.

Of course, there are those authors who choose not to sit idly by
once they've signed a movie deal
for their comics: they get involved

ng

d

characters and dialogue

most of

the hues in the mov ie w ere actually
straight out of the comic itself and
some believe this helped the mov ie
and some say it hindered it.

Comics and movies tire two
completely different media and
hat w orks in one will not necessarily w ork in the other. But w hat
d
value can there be in taking
characters and changing the
stories that made them into something so distorted they are almost
w

well-love-

unrecognizable? The League of
Extraordinary Gentlemen and the
later Batman mov ies did this and
left fans, as well as new comers to the
characters, highly disappointed. It is
expected that the mov ie plotlincs and
stories will dev iate somewhat from
the originals
that's an inherent side
effect of the transition from print to
screen but just because some things
to need to be changed does not mean
that ev ery thing must be changed.
Despite the rare success rate
of comic book movies, there is one
consistent benefit to the sudden attention I Iollywood is paying to one of
American's oldest pastimes: comic
books are gaining more respect and
new fans. The uninformed masses
are slow ly changing their opinions
about comics from a hobby formerly
seen as something only for y oung
boys or lonely men to a legitimate
medium of literature that is every
bit as capable of exploring the many
facets of the .American dream as F.
Scott Fitzgerald.

Rachel Armstrong '05 agrees
w ere sort of
stagnating for awhile, and I think
that the media attention to comic
books has actually really helped
in both bringing attention and new
readers to the books and in making
them a respectable outlet for writers
like Joss Whedon and Orson Scott
Card."
So while Hollywood is busy
planning their new slew of comic
book movies Wonder Woman,
Watchmen, The Fantastic Four,
Spider-Ma- n
3 , Batman Begins and
comic book fans are trying to overcome trepidations about them, don't
forget to reread the stories you grew
up loving. Says Watkins '08, "The
experience of reading a comic book
opportunity.
is a private,
You put just as much of yourself into
the comic as the comic does into
you." In the end, if you finish the
comic and leave the theatre with the
same feeling of awe and appreciation for the story and its characters,
I think that both the authors and the
directors have done their jobs well.
and adds that "comics

one-on-o-

ne
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Courts are only a tiny regulator of life
Dear Editor,
While I disagree with almost everything Bryan Stokes has to say about the Terry Schiavo
case, I do applaud his willingness to include the death penalty in his discussion. However,
if he is indeed interested in promulgating a "consistent ethic of life," to borrow the phrase
of the Reverend Jim Wallis, he would do well to focus not only on the actions of the judiciary, which account for a liny percentage of life and death decisions, but on those of the
legislative, executive, and regulatory bodies as well. Decisions are constantly being made
about who shall live and who shall die. When, for instance, clean air standards are lowered,
family planning information is denied, health insurance is curtailed, and manufacturers are
allowed to market hazardous products, etc., deaths, sometimes many thousands, result, and
occur disproportionately among minorities, women, and children. Mr. Stokes would profit
from studying primary source material in the cases the
"
movement
does decide to focus on, and he might find that these
decisions, which that
movement wishes to paint in stark, inflammatory and polarized terms, are in fact reached
through painstaking thought, investigation and
The efforts of that movement
to discredit an independent judiciary and the system of checks and balances should be viewed
by every American with great alarm, as it is nothing less than an attack on the rule of law.
so-call-

"right-to-Iife-

ed

heart-rendin- g

soul-searchin-

g.

Margaret Hornick (P '07)

All athletes deserve recognition
Dear Editor.
I am writing in regards to your article in the Collegian from April 7, 2005, titled 'Track improves at Wooster
invite." In the article you write of many team members' top 10 finishes but fail to include all top-1- 0
finishes. If
finishes in a track meet,, jt is only logical, (hvtyou include the results of all of
y ou choose to write alxut the top-1- 0
finishers. Failing to do so is very much like baseball: if during a game Jeter and Rodriguez hit
Kenyon 's top-1- 0
two home runs ;md Williams hits one and the article on the game reads, 'The team hit a total of 5 home runs in
the game Jeter and Rodriguez each with two." It is true tliat there were 5 home runs in the game, but Williams
was not credited. This is disrespectful to the athletes as well as yourjournalistic integrity.
I finished in 7th place in the shot put, Andrew I lannnack finished in 5th place in the men's
dash,
dash, Laila Gagnon placed
Anna Esly placed 5th and I auren GuetLsch took 9th place in the W omen's
7th and Kimmie Black placed 9th in the
run, Sarah Cohen Mid Carol Ditmars placed 6th and 7th in the
dash respectively, and N Ltrcel Wcith and Andrew I lammack finished 6th and 7lh respectively
women's
dash.
in the men's
Additionally, y ou wrote, "Both men's and women's teams took first place in the 4x100 yard relay," but you
hurdles, saw the Lords' only win of the day."This previous statement
went on to say, "the next nice, the
is incorrect as the Lords also won the 4x100 as you previously slated.
n
newspaper, I
As
Emerita of the Cranbrook Kingswood L'ppcr School's
space limitations. If this was the case in your track article, perhaps you should have only covered the
Lords and Ladies top five finishers and slated your reasons for doing so. Only listing some of the many top 10
finishers shows an editorial bias and is rude to those atliletes left out, especially since the athletes represent your
institution.
100-met- er

100-met- er

800-met-

er

200-met- er

200-met-

er

400-met-

Editor-in-Chi-

er

Crane-Clario-

ef

un-dersUi- nd

Susan Iskivvitch "07

pillage Council attacked unfairly
Dear Editor,
d
article
take
issue.
like
I
should
to
which
"Firmer VA criticizes Village Council." There are a number of points with
1 "If this dud is done and nobody knows about," Mr. Lentlie's comment about a possiWe"swap" of the Wiggiu
e
Street School ;uid the &anibier Community Center property, has no meriL First, the new elementary school is a
until area residents vote on tlie school levy in N fay 2005. Second, all conversations about a new school have been public.
Preliminary discussions began with the March 2004 Council retreat that was open to the public. The topic has come up
in .subsequent puWic Village Council meetings. I have every expectation that, should the school levy pass, die Village will
Ik M public hearings on die prospect of a new elementary school and its location. There is no done deal and all opinions

I am writing in response to various assertions made by Jim

Ixnlhe in the Collegian 3 31. 05 rather

one-side-

.

non-issu-

are welcome on (lie subject.
2. The idea that the Community Center's land is a potentially valuable source of water is under the scrutiny of the
Mayor's Water Group, fonned in (he spring of 2004. There is no conflict in building playing fields over a well field It
should be noted, however, diat the idea of chilling wells and providing our own water is an extremely expensive proposition. The Village would have to build a w ater fil tration plant, which would cost millions of dollars and die money for such
a building program would have to come, in large measure, from die residents.
3. "Water w as one of his campaign issues. I fc hasn't dime a damn thing." Mr. Lendie's comment about Mayor
Emmert is incorrect While tlie Village was without an Administrator, between July 1 2004 and October 1 2004, under
the Mayor's instigation and supervision. Village employees repaired leaks accounting for more than 30 percent of our
missing water. Further, aggressive water leak detection and repair is an ongoing activity, as Villagers will note as they
travel our streets. While this may mean little to all of us paying significantly increased water rales, it is an impressive step
somediing mandated by law. The Mayer campaigned on diis issue and
toward making our water program
lowering die Village's water leak percentage from 50 percent to 20 percent in his first year in office is definitely doing "a
self-sustaini-

ng,

dimmed diing."
In closing I should like to reinindMr. Lendie and all die residents of Gambier that all Village Council Meetings, held
the first Monday of each month, and all Village Committee meetings arc open to die public. Notification of diese meetings
e
at VTDageofgamlrer.org. Further, representatives of die Collegian
can be found in die Gambier Post Office and
and die Mount Vernon News attend all Village Council meetings and report on the activities in their publications.
on-lin-

Betsy Hccr
Gambier resident and Village Council Member
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BY KATIE WEISS
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A&E Editor

One of the great things about
Kenyon is that you can see a new

ct

production here every weekend. Perhaps that is the only way Gambier
mirrors New York City. However,
this weekend, some students have
pushed that resemblance even further, offering not only the option of
a new show every weekend, but a

new show every twenty minutes
or so. Quite a feat for a small town
in Ohio with as many taxi cabs as
Chinese buffets.
This weekend, four different
short plays will take the stage in the
One-AFestival. While we are all
used to Kenyon actors and directors,
this is one of the few productions
here where all the plays performed
are written by Kenyon students as
ct

well.

of the night
is titled The Week Play, written by
Tom Coiner '05 and directed by
Emily Peters '07. 'The Week Play
deals with relationships," explained
Peters, "the battle of the sexes and
how those two interact." In Peters's
words, the play asks the question,
"who really holds the control in a
relationship: the man or the woman?"
The Week Play began as a sort
of exercise in humdrum offense;
"I wanted to write a play with a
The first

"

one-a- ct

physical
"their temptations to use physica
confinement as a method of con
frontation."
Smooth Operator stars Ryan
Merrill '07 and Drew Schad '08.
of the night
The final one-ais George Wallace in Hell, written
by Andy Vaught '05 and directed
by Sarah Martin '05. The play,
explained Vaught, "deals with history... especially with a big villain
from .American history."
George Wallace, the subject
g
of "aught's play, was a
Albama
from
who
segregationist
eventually ran against Nixon for
President in 1968 as the candidate
of the American Independent Party.
hard-linin-

t

'

n

.

--

k'pvin ( iiirlces

Wallace in Hell.
The devi made him do it, we think: Pat Shaw '07 and Andrew Kingsley '06 in George
'08, Carre Spitz '08, and Beth sees the play as full of both humor
character that was completely un
'07.
Tuckey
and trivia, hoping the audience will
said
interesting to the audience,"
one-athe
of
second
leave her show thinking, "Gee whiz,
The
uninteresting
Coiner. However, an
written
Anna
by
Phobia,
is
evening
Mike Porsche can really twitch. And
play,
a
propel
little
to
character does
ct

Curtis '05 and directed by Lisa
Hamer '07. Phobia features two
characters, played by Mike Porsche
'05 and Elizabeth Dexheimer '08,
who are trapped in an elevator for
hours. The pi ay, expl ai ned Curti s, "i s

and Coiner gradually amended his
initial plan to make the protagonist
"interesting but mundane."
Coiner's play examines the role
of outside agency in human existence, and, through many rewrites,
evolved to contain "a
his one-astandard play situation, where the
characters decide not to go along

basically about their interactions and
their personal quirks."

ct

Curtis wrote Phobia while
abroad at the O'Neill National Theater Institute in Connecticut. The
play unfolds like a medical dictionary, piling phobia on top of phobia to
reveal the root of the two characters
behind
i iwiiivi
comedy
1C LUI
and
IICU
tUlU the
it l in ivj fears. Hamer

with it, and are forced to."
The Week Play features Fritz

Clauson '07, Jessica Freeman-Slad- e
'06, Ted Hornick '07, Ed Hourigan
'05, Emily Margolis '07, Brendan
Mysliwiec '08, Adam Reitsnyder

iv-t- uj.

11

tonight."
The third show of the night
is Smooth Operator, written by
Ellery Biddle '05 and
by Anneliese Van Arsdale '05 and
Leah Rappaport '07. Van Arsdale
describes the play as having "a very
college plot, about the relationship
between male roommates and the
kind of power and status issues that
develop." As the director, Van Arsdale saw the script as a "reflection
parody" of college relationships,
w hile Biddle hopes Smooth Opera
the
audience reevaluating
1C auuiLin.,
tu iiuimi,
1CU
tor leaves

I learned a new word

co-direct- ed

11

Wallace lost, and now, according to
Vaught, resides in Hell.
George Wallace in Hell stars
Pat Shaw '07, Andrew Kingsley
'06, Tad Gruman '08, and Kat von

Kann '08.
Festival is a new
The One-Aaddition to the Kenyon line-uand, in Martin's opinion, serves as
"a chance for a playwright to workshop and for new directors to direct.
It's a chance for other students in the
community to share what we've
been working on."
will be perAll four one-acTheater
Box
Black
the
formed in
at 7:
nights
Saturday
and
Thursday
so
and
free
is
Admission
m.
p.
30
ends Gambier's similarities to the
five
o
" - fine boroughs.
ct

p,
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Beyond tooting horns Jay Cocks shares his life in Hollywood
.

BY LIZ SEIGLE
StaffWriter

It's story time for Kenyon students, and this weekend's musical
gala is where to find it Conducted
by Associate Professor of N lusic Dane
Heuchemer, the Wind Ensemble will
perform four pieces that promise to tap
into the many facets of the human experience. If you're looking for sounds that
tell tales of despair, festivity and soul,
this small yet solid group of musicians
will provide you with just that
The program consists of what

BY

nt-iinn and
aniWinr
exuberance
with the joy
is tiTIIJ
"filled ...1U
A

A&E

of the Russian people." According
to member Stephanie Cohn '05, it is
music ... and enjoyable
d
to."
listen
to
The piece that is most tied up in
the past isDaniel Bukvich's "Symphony 1: In Memoriam Dresden-1945.- "
The piece tells the story of the tombing
attacks on Dresden, Germany, during
February 13th and 14th, 1945. Bukv-ic- h
o
vivid picture of
paints an
inhabitants of
the
the horrors faced by
avant-gard- e
through
is
done
Dresden. This
notation, or rather by unusual
all-to-

member Mari Franks '06 calls a
selection "varied in style." What she
considers the most mature group of
any of her three years as a member,

timbres generated by uncustomary
means of playing wind instruments.
The four movements illustrate the
process of Dresden's "fire and flame

the wind ensemble possesses a certain
artistic precociousness that allows it to
recreate the stories attached to each
piece. Franks' favorite piece, "Car-min- a
Burana," by Carl Orff, contains
movements in its original
twenty-thre- e
will
be performed in thirteen
score.but
for time concerms. The story behind
the piece follows the falling anguish
of the victims of Fortune's fate. Some
sections include the joys of spring and
nature, the pleasure of the "tavern and

history.
"October," by one of the bright
stars in contemporary concert music,
Eric Whitacre, should be spectacular.
The Los Angeles Times praised his
music as "electric; chilling harmo
nies; works of unearthly beauty and
imagination." Having published his
first written instrumental work at the
age of 23, Whitacre 's eccentric music

gambling table," and the irony of fate.

"Folk Dances," by Dimitri
Shostakovich is a light, frivolous
Apiece consisting of one movement
and composed in a festive and spirited
style. The original version of this work
was composed specifically for Russian
vm,k A st:itpfl in the score, the niece
ridav, April 1 5 - Laser Tag
--

spreading." Bukvich's piece captures a
genocidal and evil point in Germany's

is appreciated for its unpredictability.

So come to hair and engage what
promises to be a concert of many col
ors. Experience the talent of Kenyon 's
musicians and the stories they will so
masterfully recreate. The Symphonic
Wind Ensemble performs this Saturday
at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall

e
Oscar
Jay Cocks is a
nominee with a long and passionate
history of working with cinema The
former KFS president and member of
the class of '66 worked as a film critic
for Time magazine. He significantly
altered James Cameron's story for
Titanic and made the screenplay that
turned it into an actual film. He has
collaborated with Mutin Scorsese on
a number of projects. He's also an
energetic man, with a habit of taking

quiet paases before launching into
long stories and memories of his time

--

inH

atnrriav ADriM6

-

-

.

that he is happy where he is.

Moving to another aspect of
his career, Cocks talked about being
a film critic. He insisted that he has
never been a critic, but a reviewer.
To him, being a reviewer was just
a process of informally discussing
films. When discassing both writing
and reviewing, Cocks made a point
of saying his career as a film critic has
made it much easier for him to receive
criticism for his work. '1 know the relative significance or insignificance of a
good or bad, the movie will
review

nnppfim
L ip once
fun
vrr cri tv " Movies,
eating yonrspinach."
schools
in
taught
now
for outsiders, are
and seen as social events. Past films are
despite
seen as
the fact that "a really good moie can
just blow the dust off ' and make its age
tir-i- n

u"--

non-contemporane-

V

YV

ous,

irrelevant, as Cocks says.
Cocks mused about his upcoming projects. First up is a film detailing the last years of F. Scott Fitzgerald,
balancing them simultaneously with
his last, and many consider best short
story, Babylon Rising, and the efforts
of a modem man to reconcile himself
with his daughter. Cocks also plans to
reunite with Scorsese for &fe?ia?,afilm
that he jokes will leave theaters filled

spoke to Cocks about his life, his latest
visit to Kenyon with his wife, actress
Vema Bloom, and everything.
We began the discussion by
elaborating on a quote of writer William Goldman's, that when it comes
to Hollywood, "Nobody knows anything." Cocks maintains that this is true,
that every production company has the
same ratio of hits to flops as any other.
'They're jastdifferenthits,"Cocks said,
before stating Hollywood is now run by
producers that look down on audiences
what they want
and try to second-gues- s
for the
contempt
's
Cocks
by
Interested
current Hollywood system.I asked if he

endure." Speaking about more recent
examples, Cocks described the mixed
reactions to his latest film, the Cole
Despite Hie
Porter biopic

with just that
In addressing his writing philosophy, Cocks explained he begins with
a close vision of something specific,
seeing "the trees in the forest" From
those smaller details, he builds

New York Times and other periodicals
canning the film, Cocks received support from friends and strangers alike for
the movie. Cocks's friend, jazz legend
Charlie Hayden said the film was so
emotionally stirring that it made him

his characters, settings and story.
Finding creative ways to tell a
story can be a challenge, as you
must be "valid and not new for
the sake of novelty" in creating
the film.

cry, telling Cocks, " bu're not a writer.
You're a musician."
When Cocks was a critic, he
explained, the objective was not to be
quoted, but the phenomena of critics'
words being reprinted verbatim earning

Jay Cocks is a friendly man who
has let his love of film define his life.
He has been discussing and screening
his favorite films here and his experp.m.,
iences with them. Tonight at 7:00

would ever want to be a more significant part of the filmmaking process. He
replied, "Sometimes I wish I wasn't a
writer," but also made a point that being

them fans has changed that. Continu-

in Hollywood. Along with my friend,
A & E writer Dan Poppick, I recently

. . .

De-Lovel-

rn Fririav leave ai
.

proDiems soivmy, uss ui owi

y.

ing this trend of speaking nostalgically,
Cocks said, "I don't want to sound old,
but going to see classics today is like
. .

.

from
nnp nther activity at Maaic Mountain!
. .i
.
u.. j.in nm
Movies $1 Sign up aiine roa - uy t.ou k'"
r.m

iqn up at the SAC by

Editor
two-tim-

"light-hearte-

nt.i'.l "1minutes
"45 minnttc
would entail
a producer ..,,.11
of talking to a jerk" about budgets far
more often than he'd like. "I'm willing
to share the responsibility . . you get
the credit," he continued, concluding
I

TED HORNICK

Cocks screens William Wyler's classic
Auwestern Hie Big Country in Higley
ditorium. Saturday at 12:30 in Higley,
he screens a series of fun, new student
films. Come and meet a master.

ost includes two games of Laser lag
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Saturday,

A review

3,

-

As I sat in the center section
of the Bolton Theatre, I knew that
everyone around me had heard
plenty about the world premiere of

3,

-

1

1

3,

Robots, PG, 91 minutes.
416 & 417 at 3: 15

421
94 minutes.
The Pacifier,

415

&

418

at 5: 15 & 7: 15

PG,

416 & 417 at 1:10
415 & 418 421 at 9: 15

COMING

st

SOON:

A IjoI Love

Ixve

The Interpreter
The Honeyinooners

http:uccmovics.com

This is a guitar. Okay.
BY KATY COSSE
SraffWriter

This Sunday, April 17 at 7 p.m.,
Recilal I lall, Ethan Pietras
'05 and Will Moller '06 will perform
a selection of classical guitar pieces as
part of Pietras' senior recital. Pietras, a
Psychology major with a music minor,
w ill play a selection of work including
pieces by Renaissance composer John
Dowland, early nineteenth century
composer Mauro Guiliani, and a Brazilian piece by Auguslin Barrios. I Ic
started playing when he w as thirteen.
Moller will be singing also in this dual
recital, feautring pieces by Robert
Schumann, Morton Lauridson and
in Brandi

Yincenzo Bellini.

Pietras began work on most of the
pieces at the beginning of this schcxil
year, though some come from his
repertoire last year. While he feels the
pieces have a "nice range of moods,"
he chose them based on a combination
of difficult)' and enjoyment
"1 usually choose pieces from
those my instructor recommends,"

Abuja Woman by visiting Professor of
Drama Francis TanglaoAguas, and
we had come to sec what all the fuss
w us about. TanglaoAguas w asted no
time in show ing us.
Before the housclights dimmed,
we saw Dr. Samuel Abu Ibrahim, a
traditionally dressed Nigerian emerge
y
from his bcdiwm into twentieth
Los Angeles. The world of the
stage and the world of the audience
began to merge; and Samuel seemed
about as surprised as wc w ere lo hear
the ambient tribal drumming resounding from the catwalk above the stage.
Momentarily fa.cd by the noise,
he proceeded to draw inexplicable
chalk rectangles on the flcxir al his
I'ccL Huh?
The first three minutes of Alvija
Woman served as a tableau for the
c saw a masterfully deentiie play:
signed and constructed set, well-caactors who were alert and engaged in
their onstage work. But there was a
problem: No one from the characknew w hat on
ters to the audience
earth was going on. So, where could
wc go faim there?
Jolted, we began our journey.
First, we look in every element of
Almja's sumptuous design. William
Marshall's set amacd us with its
representation
complex, three-stor- y
of a city block, a construction headed
by Amy Rothman '06, Tom Coiner
'07. Per'05 and Lily Moore-Co- ll
was
however,
haps most impressive,
William Adashek '05's remarkable
lighting design. For his senior thesis
in drama, Adashek designed a set as
sophisticated and artistic as it was
practical and economical.
Soon, most of Abuja's cast hit
the stage from every which way
literally. Wc met those who share
their home and business space w ith
Samuel. The character w as a very
challenging role played with a gruff
determination but too little enunccn-lui-

3,

1

of last week's world premiere at the Bolton Theater

BYADRIENNE BORIS
Theater Critic

115 minutes.
Miss Congeniality 2, rated PG-1Saturday, 416 & Sunday, 417 at 1:00
Friday, 415 & 418
421 at 4:40. 7:00 & 9:20
PG-1124 minutes.
Sahara,
&
416 417 at 1:20
415 & 418 421 at 4:40, 7: 10 & 9:40
Sin City, R, 124 minutes.
416 & 417 at 1:30
4,15 & 418 & 421 at 4:30. 7:00 & 9:30
The Amity ville Horror, R, 86 minutes.
416 & 417 at 12:45 & 2:45
4, 15 & 4. 18 & 4, 21 at 4:45. 7: 15 & 9: 15
106 minutes.
Fever Pitch, PG-14 16 & 417 at 12:50 & 3:00
4 5 & 4 8 & 42 at 5: 0, 7: 20 & 9:30
104 minutes.
Guess Who?, PG-1416 & 417 at 12:40 & 2:50
415 & 418 421 at 5:00, 7: 10 & 9:20
1

Pietras says. Out of those, he chtxiscs
to refine and perform the pieces "that
make me work on things I'm lacking
and that I enjoy playing."
Pietras has been playing guitar
since he was thirteen and has kept
with it over other instruments.
"I've always had naturally gtxxi
hand-ey- e
coordi nation, so suing
w ere usually the only ones I had
patience for. J tried playing trumpet for
a while in high school, but it ttxik too
much time away fiom the guitar."
Coming to Kenyon, Pietras was
iaslru-mcn-

Ls

set on a double major in psychology and music, but later decided "a
minor in music would suit me." He
supplemented his individual lessons
by playing with others occasionally and recently joined campus band
Thundcrf , "which actually w rites its
own songs." They played at this year's
Jamncsly.

Alter Kenyon, Pietras plans to
continue his work in both psychology and music, hopefully becoming
proficient enough to support himself
with music.

Critically acclaimed poet Rae Armantrout will read this Thursday
night at 7:30 p.m. in Pcirce Lounge. Armantrout is one of the first
elen
Language poets, a group credited w ith introducing
of
poems
ments in American poetry. She has published eight books
and a collection of critical essays on her work.
post-moder-

The Epsilon Delta Mu Pledge Class of 2005 will hold a coffeep.m. Student
house in Middle Ground' this Friday night from 0
a possible
with
guitar,
acoustic
to
from
poetry
range
performances
kazoo jam session at the end.
8-1-

This Friday night at 8 p.m. the Owl Creeks will perform in
a cap-pRosse Hall. The Owl Creeks are Kenyon s only
la group.
. Katie Weixs
all-fema-

le

3

1

Abuja shines through obscurities

PREMIERE THEATRES
Listings for the week of Friday, April 15
April 21
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el

ciation by Gregory Brow
'05. Most notable of the others is Dr.
Beta Sunila Kumaii, an aging Indian
woman played quite engagingly by
newcomer Rosalind L. Baccus '05.
Baccus played Ekta with an uplifting
but jaded energy; her presence commanded attention. Claire Aubin Fort
'07 plays Samuel 's downtrodden wife,
Esther. Fort brought her characteristic
control and intelligence lo the role ad
handled this departure from her usual

dimensional whiles. Stephen Blis '08
and Allison Roper '05 played Jorg
Jorgensen and Rica Mae Wilson with
as much thought and compassion as
they could muster. Wilh the entrance
of these bland bul friendly outsiders,
IhcJirsl concrete conflict of the show
began: Jorg and Rica Mae have been
dating behind the back of Jorg 's best
friend, Samuel's son Mohammed.
Mohammed, played charmingly
if a bil dally by Sahadco Ramharrack
'07, catches a glimpse of his best
friend and ihc girl he has loved since
middle school
and the yelling begins. Mohammed screams
at Jorg, so Jorg must scream back.
Samuel and Beta scream at both the
boys for quarrelling ox er a woman,
but Samuel becomes violent, provokg
from his
ing a severe
wife. The characters are certainly
furious at each other, bul as Act I
closes and Act II begins, the subject
of their argument fades back farther
into obscured accents and TanglaoAguas' imposed mysticism. We still
didn't know w hat the play was about!
With the arrival of the titular
Abuja woman, a physical manifestation of Nigerian ancestral heritage,
gracefully portrayed by Blossom A.
Barrett '08, w e began to see a thread
of what mi shl be the central theme
mid-kis-

s,

tongue-lashin-

of the show: the conflict between
the

American-Nigeria-

Iwentielh-centur- y

n

man and his ancestral roots
in a now war-lor-n
country. But it
is Ux) late to piece things together.
We could see that there must have
been some connection between Ihe
ghostly Nigerian woman, the dixrs
lhat Samuel draw's on the ground, and
ihe ceremonial food he shares with'
However, according
Mohammed.
to many members of Ihe Abuja pro
duction team, only TanglaoAguas
knows exactly what those threads
arc. How can ihe audience even
begin lo lacklc Abuja Woman'?
The Kenyon community is a
smart one. Surely, if we arc given
even the smallest links, like those we
receive from contemporary absurdist
drama, weean pull logethcrsomclhing
and work to paxJuce at least part of a
gratifying message. TanglaoAguas
seems lo have assembled a complicated map of dramatic conceits and
even some universal truths about
national identity, but Abuja Woman
still feels like an exclusive club to
which its audience is just invited.-- I
am not asking for a silver platter
here, but it is the world premiere
of TanglaoAguas' play, and w e are
eager theatergoers. Why should he
keep everything to himself?

The last of our pretty things
TWI
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.

-

--
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youthful role with case.
established
So, Tanglao-Agua- s
his specific woiid of displaced ethnicity and the audience begins lo suspect
where he would like our sympathies
to lie. Perhaps, we think, this will be
a play about power stmgglcs within
the family, the effect of an inevitable
culture clash or simply a neighborly
dispute. ndccd,Abuja Woman is all of
these things and none of these things.
It never quite makes up its mind.
Soon, w e watch the world of the
play unfold as these multicultural protagonists interact with tragically one- -
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Kevin Giickes

The final scries of Senior exhibits at Olin Art Gallery is a spellbinding display of exercises in student creativity. From top to bot- torn, Alexis Arnold's Coalescence features unconventional furniture,
Amanda Block's Can't Know That presents pieces open to as many
interpretations as possible, and Dabney West's Picture Book AJven-ture- s
- Ted Hornick
is the best children's book you never read.

K
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put pieces
HILARY GOWINS
Staff Reporter

After two very impressive
wins at home against conference
opponent Hiram College last Saturday, die Ladies came up short in
their next two conference meetings
against Ohio Wesleyan University
on Tuesday.

Against the Terriers of

Hi-

ram, the Ladies were able to back
up pitching by sophomore Sarah
Stephanie
Eisner and first-yeHemmingson and excellent play in
the field with the Ladies' trademark
hitting ability. Kenyon ended game
one with twelve hits, led by senior
Danallalicki. Kenyon's lead-of- f hitar

shone through against Hiram, the
Ladies could not quite put it together
against a strong OWU team Tuesday
afternoon, and OWU came away with
two conference wins. Morrison said,

Ladies' confidence remains strong.
Sophomore Annie Brobst said,
"The losses against OWU were

"We played solidly in the field, but at
the plate we definitely struggled, unfortunately, against a pitcher tliaf we
knew we could hit." The Ladies had
an uncharacteristically poor hitting
game, allowing OWU pitcher Claire
Martin to throw six innings with no
hits, no walks and two strikeouts.

Coach Stephanie Monday says,
'We have 24 hours to be mad about
it, then w e have to put it behind us'
and play our game again." Kenyon
faces their next opponent, local rival Mount Vernon Nazarene, today
at 4:00 p.m., and
in a double-headthen travel to Meadville, Penn. on
Saturday to face another conference
opponent, the Gators of Allegheny.
They feel as though todays's matchup against Mount Vernon Nazarene

ter shared the spotlight at the plate

with three sophomore teammates,
Sara Schoenhoft, Ashley Morrison
and Amy Thurber, who had two hits
apiece. The Ladies came away from
game one with a 7-- 2 victory.
Game two was also a hitting
showcase for the Ladies, who came
away with a 10-- 2 victory. Thurber's
hot hitting in game one carried over
into game two where she came away
' with three hits. Junior Jenny Glaeser
and senior Alison Diegel also came
away with three hits. Game two
ended early at the bottom of the fifth
w hen Schoenhoft nailed a two-ru- n
triple and followed up by scoring on
by Glaeser.
Although flashes of greatness

a

ground-ou-

t

in game
d
After being
one, which only lasted six innings,
taking an 0 loss, the Ladies came
back strong in game two. Of the turnaround, Morrison said, "We jumped
on OWU starting in the first inning
and definitely got some confidence
back in our hitting."
Kenyon did seem confident at
bat after crossing the plate four times
to take a 1 lead over the Battling
Bishops. The Ladies had ten hits in
their second shot at OWU; however,
w hen their hitting game came back
to life, the fielding game began to
falter. Kenyon had a difficult time in
the field with ten errors on the day,
allowing the Bishops to score six
runs in the fourth inning. The game
slipped out of the Ladies' hands
w hen it was called due to lack of
run-rule-

8--

4--

daylight.

Although they suffered two
unfortunate conference losses, the

pretty devastating, especially getting
in the first game. But like
run-rul-

ed

r

er

will be good preparation for Allegheny, as the two team's have similar

styles: nothing flashy, with solid
skills all around and good pitching.
Monday is still confident in
her players as they prepare to face
Allegheny, saying, "Allegheny is a
good team w ith a good pitcher. We
have something to prove to them as
they were the only team that was able
to sweep us in conference play last
year. They are a lot younger this year,
and we will use our experience to
our advantage. I have no doubt that
we have the talent and ability to
take two from them." With strong
confidence and the ability to be the
complete package, the Ladies control
their own destiny as they continue
this

w

Kevin Guckes

A member of the Kenyon Softball team watches as the ball flies off of her
bat as her teammates watch from the dugout. The Ladies lost to Ohio
Wesleyan University twice on Tuesday, but look forward to upcoming
games against Allegheny.

eek.

Lords lacrosse remains a conference contender
BY ION PRATT

Staff Reporter

Last night the Lords'
lacrosse team was down by
at halftime
a score of 1
4--

against nationally ranked Ohio
Wesleyan University. In the
second half, the Bishops went
into attack mode, scoring six
goals in the third quarter and
six more in the fourth quarter,
making the final score 16-The Lords' loss makes them
in the NCAC.
"OWU has a good amount
of depth and athleticism," said
2.

1-

-1

head coach McWilliams. "They
are favored to win the conference and they have one of the
smartest offensive players in the

conference, John Schlegel."
Schlegel proved himself to
be unstoppable by scoring four
goals and producing three assists against Kenyon.
Despite the loss, the Lords'
lacrosse team remains among
the top teams in the conference: Ohio Wesleyan, Wooster
and Denison. The Lords won
two consecutive games last
week and yesterday Kenyon

sophomore Sean Wheeler was
named NCAC player of the
week. On April 6 W'heeler
victory
aided the Lords'
against Wittenberg Lniversity
by scoring three goals. On April
9, Wheeler propelled the Lords
to a 16-- victory against Washington and Jefferson by scoring
five goals. Wheeler has fourteen
goals and eleven assists so far.
At the moment, Kenyon's
defense appears to be their
weakest link. Statistics show
that the Lords fall behind their
opponents in the average num
13-1-

ber of goals per period,
and saves per period,

"We still have some

1

9

69-7-

7

112-11-

3.

de-

fensive lapses," said senior
Dave Neiman. "But we're trying to minimize those through
intense practices."
Other than the performance against Ohio Wesleyan,
Kenyon's offense hasn't had
any trouble scoring. So far,
sophomore Luke Larson has
fifteen goals and four assists,
junior Brad Harvey has eleven
goals and two assists, junior

Sean O'Neill has eight goals
and four assists, and freshman
Nate Pritchard has eight goals
and nine assists.
"Our offense really started
to click against Washington and
Jefferson," said Larson. "We all
started playing as a unit. It was
nice to see us put a lot of points
on the board."
On April 16 Kenyon plays
at Muhlenberg College at 1:00
p.m., and on April 20, Kenyon
will play their third conference
game at College of Wooster at 4:
30 p.m.

Ladies' lax mounts late comeback but falls to St. Vincent
a
in
road game in
a
a second-hal- f
Despite
Penn.
Latrobe,
turnaround in w hich the La-

play how we should have from
the start."
In the first ten minutes of the
game, the Bearcats w ere able to
pull to a 6-- 2 lead and by halftiine,
cushion at 11-w ith a
they forced the Ladies to play
catch-u- p
in the second half.

dies outshot and scored evenly
ith the Bearcats, St. Vincent's
early lead and uncompromising
defense was too tough to undo,
and the Bearcats held on to w in
19-1This brings the Ladies to
a 34 overall record, while still
in the NCAC.
1
"In the second half we really picked up the intensity
and realized that the game was
not over and we could make a
Amy
comeback," said first-yea- r
started
one
"Every
Zimmerman.
to connect on the field, offense
and defense, and we started to

or two key players who w e had
trouble adjusting to on defense,"
said junior Allie Riordan, "especially in the first half."
One of these key players was
Shoko Asakura who managed to
drop nine points in eight goals,
three of w hich were in the first
ten minutes of play.
Determined to get back into
the game, the Ladies came out of
halftime looking like the team
that smothered Seton Hill a few
weeks earlier.
"I think the issue in the

BY MARIO NUNO -- WHELAN
Staff Reporter

This past weekend the

La-

dies lacrosse team suffered
loss to St. Vincent College
non-conferen-

3.

0--

ce

six-poi-

nt

5,

"The other team had one

first half w as that w e were not
playing our own game, we were
playing the game SVC wanted us
Amanda
to play," said first-yewe
turned
"When
Drummond.
not
did
they
style,
own
on our
were
we
and
react
to
how
know
able to rebuild our
confidence."
In the second half, the Ladies put up 26 shots against the
Bearcats' eighteen, and drew
even with them at eight points
apiece. While it was not quite
enough to undo the lead St.
Vincent forged in the first half,
the Ladies managed to revive the
flow that has been critical to their
earlier wins.
"The instant w e started feeling each other on the field and
playing to our strengths we were
able to make a dramatic comeback," said Drummond. "Sadly,
ar

on-the-fi-

eld

"the key to the w hole game w as
draw control. That's what it came
to save the game."
What seemed to have played down to. If you w in the draw, there
is possession, leading to a goal."
a crucial role in the direction of
While they may not have
the game, the Ladies agreed, was
away w ith a w in, the Lawalked
their efficiency to capitalize on
to come together
managed
dies
the draw s.
and play w ith
half
second
in
the
a
been
"Draw control has
the threatening flow that almost
huge issue lately for our team;
brought a comeback. They remain
the
winning
when we aren't
is
draws we aren't winning the confident that once this flow
will
they
start,
game," said Drummond. "If present from the
be a major contender among the
we are in there fighting for every draw, and coming up w ith competitive teams.
"When this team plays topossession, we dominate the
gether, truly together, it is textgame."
Drummond.
The draw, which can be seen book lacrosse," said
do is regain
w
to
e
face-ofhave
all
"Now
f
as the equivalent to a
w e had in Texas and
intensity
in
the
ll
jump-bain hockey or the
basketball, is decisive in that it focus on the future."
The Ladies take on Oberlm
begins the offensive How, and if
second conthe possession constantly goes College next in their
April 14
Thursday,
to the other team it is difficult to ference game
at 4:30 p.m.
build a lend. As Riordan agreed,
it

w

as

just

a little too late for us
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Track teams travel to OWU Tennis Lords win
PING

LAI

The Lords and the Ladies
of the Kenyon outdoor track
and field team competed at the

fifteenth overall at the meet.
With a total of sixteen teams in
the competition, the Lords and
d
the Ladies showed
effort but fell short in the overall
teams placing.
Among Kenyon's top finishes at the meet were senior Tyler
Newman who placed fourth in
hard-earne-

3,000-mete-

steeplechase

r

the time of 10:13.64 from
the Lords; juniors Katie Cameron, who placed seventh in pole
vault with the height of 2.97m;
and Katie Walker, who finished
with 5.18m in the long jump.
Other results included first-veaSarah Cohen and Lauren
Goettsch, who finished with
times of 15.33 seconds and
with

rs

15.43 seconds, respectively,
dash. Sophothe
more Jenna Rose placed tenth
with the time of 1:11.54 in the
in

100-met-

all go through it together and
support each other during practices helps a lot. I love them all,
and will miss them greatly next

13:10.87.

year!"

The weather conditions
of the early spring at Kenyon

This season, Roth hoped to
compete in the heptathlon
an

gave some problems to both the
men's and the women's track
and field teams. As the weather
gets progressively better, the
teams look forward to better
results at future meets.
"We've had a tough time
this season so far with weather.
It's been nice during the week,
but each weekend it either
snows or rains on our meets.
So, it's a little frustrating, but
the majority of the team has
taken it in stride and done the
best they could do," said senior
Emily Roth.
When asked about the new
members of the team. Roth said,
"I think all the girls that have
joined the team are just amazing. We're around each other
during probably the worst parts
of our days, the hard workouts,
and yet we all have this great
bond. I think the fact that we

event that consist of seven
events, including
high hurdles,
sprint,
run, high jump, long
jump, shot put and javelin. Due

er

3,000-mete-

Ohio Wesleyan University's
Marv Frye Invitational last
Saturday, placing sixteenth and

the

hurdles, and junior
Jocelyn Anthony placed ninth
in the woman's
r
steeplechase with the time of
400-met-

Staff Reporter

er

100-met-

200-met-

two, take third place
BY

The Lords took their four
match winning streak and
three straight shutouts into last

weekend's Great Lakes

er

2-- 1

to an injury, she will not be able
to compete for the rest of the
season.

Both the Lords' and the
Ladies' outdoor track and field
consist of many young members
o
including an
qualifier

0

All-Ohi-

r

Brandon Balthrop.

Balthrop said, "I'm glad that we
have a good amount of freshmen
that joined this year. Our team
has a lot of potential. Although
the results may not show it now
... I definitely have confidence
for the future."
The Lords and the Ladies
will compete this Saturday at
o
the
Championships in
Delaware, Ohio, at 10:30 a.m.

5,

heads more." Shelley granted
that the Scots were an excellent

Staff Reporter

team and knocked some hits off
of him, but he forced himself to
settle down after a rough first
inning, "I calmed down, blocked
Wooster's bench taunting out,
struck out the next batter and
settled into my own game." He
credited his solid performance
in the innings after to "staying
within myself and not getting
about them being
ranked fourth in the nation."
Despite the best efforts of
Shelley, Wooster's ace Oliver

If you have to bring your
to beat the nationally
ranked Wooster Scots, then consider the Kenyon Lords to have
conversely passed with flying
colors and taken a mulligan.
The Lords interspersed
potent batting and sharp pitching with a few too many erratic
moments to pull out more than
seone victory in the four-gam- e
ries with Wooster. Even a single
A-ga-

me

over-anxio-

victory against the nationally
ranked Scots is something to
build on, but a bittersweet taste
was left in the team's mouth by
their mix of excellent and sub-pa- r

was even sharper, allowing
only three hits in a complete
game shutout. When asked
why it was difficult for the pro-

play.

lific Kenyon offense to open up

Aiming for at least a split
series, the Lords paired
opposite ends of their pitching staff against Wooster, pitting their fourth starter against
in

Wooster's first, their third
against Wooster's second, their
second against Wooster's third
and their first against Wooster's
fourth. Thus, the first game pitted

6--

with breaking balls, tried to
get ahead, throw some fastballs
down the line, and throw the
slider for strikes to get into their

6.

All-Ohi-

-1

7-- 6,

7-- 5.

lent defensive effort zero error,
Kenyon shut down the vaunted
Wooster offense.
As for offensive produch
tion to back up Coe's
game, earlier in the series
Reynolds foretold better things:
"As far as I'm concerned all we
have to do is get the bats going.
They're a very good team, but
our offense will get going soon
enough." His confidence was
backed by performance when
top-notc-

Kenyon's bats finally sprang
alive, spraying eight hits. The
first through seventh hitters in
the batting order all knocked at
least one hit and the hit parade
was led by sophomore Brandon

In doubles against Albion.
Tesic and senior Mike Herrick
fell to Foster and Ryan 9-- 7 but
were picked up by their team
mates, as Freeman and Stewart
paired to beat Marshall and

Brandon Still in the second
seed. Juniors Brian Steginsky
and Matt Haugen teamed ,to
beat their opponents 4 in the
third seed.
The Lords' impressive victory advanced the team into
a semifinal match later that
day against the host DePauvv
University Tigers. The Tigers
played well on their home court
and handed the Lords their only
defeat in the tournament. At his
familiar number one seed, Tesic
notched a point for the Lords
8--

6.

6--

6-- 3,

6--

4,

2.

five-matc-

6--

0,

6--

6-- 4,

6-- 2,

8--

ar

Holsberry with two hits and
sophomore Carl in Shoemaker

with a key RBI.
Juxtaposed with Coe's shutdown performance in game three,
freshman Hugh Guill had a very
he threw a lot of tight breaking
forgettable outing in game two.
of
speed
a
lot
had
he
balls, and
and velocity on his fastball but His first and only inning featured
mixed it up enough to keep us a complete loss of control, evidenced by two hit batters and
off balance."
While Shelley allowed only a third who was leaning in to intwo earned runs, four more were tentionally gain a base and was
recalled by the umpire for abusunearned runs from poor throws
ing Guill 's wildness two walks
Errors
and bobbled grounders.
four hits. Unable to retire the
and
in
game,
the
role
played a key
allowing for extra runs in the side before he was relieved, he
first and last innings of the exited with Kenyon mired in a
0
hole from which they never
game. For the series, Kenyon
had an 3 disadvantage in recovered, losing 16-It was that kind of roller-coasterrors. Those errors put extra
series for the Lords, but
and
pressure on Kenyon's bats
at times and feature
shone
they
t.
The
arms to be
offense and a young
imposing
an
team did achieve
pitching staff laden with potenin their 2 victory in the third
game of the series. Led by staff tial. Now 5 in league play, the
ace junior Michael Coe, who Lords continue their trek to the
pitched a complete game and NCAC tournament with a home
Case
gave up only two runs on four game on April 16 against
Reserve.
Western
excel
hits, and augmented by an
7--

.

,' f y

...

4.

8--

er

near-perfec-

near-perfecti- on

3--

.

2.

against Oliver, sophomore Brad
Reynolds said "he's one of the
better pitchers in the country,

the

Wooster's ace Jon Oliver against
sophomore Dan Shelley. The
strategy was almost a resounding success when Shelley nearly
matched Oliver in a 0 pitcher's
duel. Shelley pitched a complete
game, giving up only two earned
runs. Shelley used good control
of his breaking ball and a variety
of speeds in his pitches to throw
off the Wooster lineup.
Asked about his strategy and
mindset on the mound, Shelley
responded, "I started them off

us

vic-tor-

6-0.6-

Lords take one of four vs. Wooster
BY MARC STEINER

Col-

leges Association Tournament
at Greencastle, Ind. and came
in three matches to
away
improve their record to 10-- 4
with a respectable third place
showing in the event.
The Lords first took on
the Albion College Britons on
match
Friday in a quarter-fina- l
y
and walked away with a 7-for their fourth consecutiv e
shutout. Senior Borko Tesic
played as the number one seed
in singles and defeated Albion's
7-Second
Jason Ryan 7-seed sophomore Sean Stewart
bounced back after losing the
first set against Briton Nate
Marshall 4-- 6 to record a pair of
dominating performances of
to take the match. Senior
Joe Freeman played' Well as the
third seed and defeated Albion's
Neil Foster in straight sets

er

4
with a
victory over
Tiger Evan Webeler. Although
Stewart and Freeman fell at the
number two and three seeds,
2
win
Herrick posted a
over DePauw's Donald Pearson
at the fourth seed. Freeman and
Herrick gave the Lords a win at
the number one seed in doubles
8-but the Tiger competition
proved too strong at home for
the lower seeds as DePauw took
the point and the match 5-After the loss to DePauw
h
winning
ended their
streak, the Lords were to set to
play against division rival Deni-so- n
University for third place
on Saturday. The Lords quickly
rebounded and got back to their
winning ways against The Big
Red .taking care of business 1
Tesic whisked away Denison's
Ethan Branum in straight sets
6-Herrick and Stewart
eased by their competition at
the number two and three seeds,
6-- 4
6-- 2
and
winning
respectively.
Although Denison's Randy
Lofgren and Kevin Newman
beat Tesic and Stewart at the
number one seed in doubles,
the second and third seeds rose
to the occasion to secure the
point for Kenyon. Seniors Jon
Greenberg and Joshua Mabra
took the second seed 3 and
Greg
Herrick and first-yeSussman recorded an identical
8-- 3
triumph in the final contest.
The Lords' strong showing
finish
gave them a third-plac- e
at the GLCA tournament and
some momentum to ride going
into the closing matches of the
season. Kenyon will play Ober-li- n
College at home on April 14
at 4:30 p.m. before heading off
to play two matches at DePauw
on Friday and Saturday.
7--

Staff Reporter

800-met- er

first-yea-

KEITH CAN IAN O

1

BY

Kevin Guckcs

5--

A senior Lords tennis player keeps his eye on the ball in practice
recently on the Kenyon courts. The Lords go into matches against
DePauw with a 10-- 4 record.
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Ladies' tennis falls to nationally ranked Denison
BY LAUREN GREENE

deep in level of play, which is
beneficial because everyone is
able to get competitive pracThe women's tennis team returned from Granville this week tice against each other." On a
team everyone plays
with an
defeat at the hands close-knof the Big Red. Denison, the an important role both as an innumber eight team in the nation, dividual player on the court and
topped the team in all but one of challenging their teammates to
Despite the only step up their lev el of play.
the match-upr
Yesterday and today's
victory coming from
Paige MacDonald in the sixth matches against Oberlin and
spot for singles, the Ladies are Otterbein Colleges pit Kenyon against two very strong
working hard in excited anticithis
of
week's
programs. Currently, Oberlin
the
for
rest
pation
overall
has an impressive
competitions.
record and has made a strong
This week held three straight
games for tennis on Tuesday, showing in the NCAC, while
overall
yesterday and today. Despite Otterbein has a
record against some very stiff
the physical and mental demand,
the Ladies feel prepared for the competition.
n
Although the Ladies did
challenge. Junior Melissa
explains: "The overall tone not qualify for the Midwestern
of this week has been focus. As regionals, the season still holds
a team we have been working the possibility of excitement in
on how we can work together the form of the NCAC tournaand support each other for ment. "We were on the losing
some very important upcoming side of some very close but good
matches. In practice we have matches, which prevented us
from going to Madison," said
worked on match play playIlarwin. "We have been practicdoubles
and
singles
sets
of
ing
against each other as well as ing hard and are confident that
various drills to improve our we can turn it around in our famatch play. Our team is very vor in our upcoming matches."
Staff Reporter

8--

it

1
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first-yea-

13-- 2

6--

8

Ilar-wi-

Kevin Guckes

A tennis Lady returns a shot against recent conference foe Denison. The team fell to the Big Red and currently
have a 8 overall record. They next face Oberlin and Otterbein Colleges.
3--
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Academics and athletics: what should come first?
BY CHARLIE KELLEHER

ing die sports that I loved because I
didn't have to. I knew that I'd never

Sports Columnist

hen one drinks of the terms
academics and sports, one doesn't
necessarily put them
How ever, that seems to be
Kenyon 's goal. I'm not saying this
is a bad goal, but it's extremely
difficult to achieve when you hav e
both coaches and professors who
think thai their class or their sixirt
is more important than anything
else. I can say this because I've
been on both sides.
Looking for colleges as a
junior in high school. I w as hying to find a place where I could
get the best academic experience
in a place that was fitting for me. I
was also interested in the athletics
program, for I was an atlilete hi
high school. Coming from California, it's hard if you're not the
best to get into a good scIk xl and
be able to play sports, at least in
the California schools. Those of
us who have been athletes or arc
still athletes know that when your
state or school excels in a particu
lar sport and you're not the best
of the best, you don'l play. Well,
I thought coming to a Division III
school would be different
First, I'd like to say that this
is not an attack against die athletic
department or any athletic team
or coach in anyway. This is just a
student simply stating what she's
seen and what she expected. Like
I said before, I was never the
best of die best, but I still played.
While I never made varsity in
high school, I never gave up play
W

hand-in-han-

d.

go on to be a professional athlete
or even a star player in college. I
thought diat maybe, just may be, if
I found a place dial could play bodi
to my intellectual interests and my
desire to stay in spoils, dien I would
be in die perfect place.
I only looked at small, private,
liberal aits sch( xls because those are
the places dial I knew dial I would
be the happiest at In my high school
even getting onto die freshman team
w as hard. The first question I was
asked after showing interest in die
volley kill team was, "How tall are

you?" Our varsity coach had an
infamous saying: "You can teach
a tall girl to play volleyball, but
you can't teach a good player to
In my opinion, some of die
host players in any sport don't need
to have size; they just need to have
heart I Iowcvcr, in a lot of cases diis
just doesn't matter.
When applying to Kenyon, I put
down diat I had an interest in playing volleyball here and was sujxtcx-cite- d
from
when I received an
die coach. I knew that I was getting
into a very gtxxl academic schxl,
but I didn't know what die adiletic
department was like. I was surprised
in my lirst preseason w hen I realized
how much coaches dcmmid. As die
season progressed, I realized how
much time was taken away from
my schedule widi all the demands
of academics and spoils. The adiletic
setting turned out to be a lot more
demanding dian what I'd hoped for. I
envisioned a team where all the girls
Ix-tall.- "

e-m-

ail

loved to play and tiicy were out diere
to do their best I envisioned a coach

outs. I ley, all of us have busy sum-

I diink diat those

student-allilete-

s

who have diis kind of job should
mer schedules doing internships,
be seen as keeping tiiemselves
to
add
school.
Then
summer
or
jobs
who, even if tiici c were failures along
disobeying die workout
is
diing
jitst
w
every
of
orkouts
on
top
their
w
die ay. would sdll be behind
e
here at Kenyon
Academics
work
students
I
who
hard.
Those
Boy
was
what.
players no matter
are hard enough to begin with,
during die summer or who have
surprised. We all know that everyinternships for forty to fifty hours a but putting a sport on top of it
thing is eidier done by the coach's
clock or the professor's clock. I week and dien liavc to do summer c;tn make it all diat much harder.
didn't realize that one wouldn't workouts on top of even diing mast I'm not saying dial diose students
who don't participate in athletics
necessarily always understand or never rest. Then when someone has
agree widi die other. I thought diat chosen to work at a summer camp, have any more free time; I'm just
before die workout schedule has saying dial may be every diing isn't
it was realized that academics were
w
been given out, where die type of always seen in die right perspecfirst and diat w e needed to get ork
done above all. This isn't saying diat workout demanded is unable to be tive. Yeah, it's not always cool diat
done and is told dial it's tcxi kid for adiletes can miss more classes due
at Division I schools diat it should be
to games, bul then diey hav e to
I
diem and they should have diought
w
what
thought
diis ay, it's just not
make up all the material that
before.
diis
of
class
a
of
excuse
would happen. An
in
they've missed. Trust me, that's
know
cool.
If
you
That's
not
leave
airly
to
having
or
running late
March that y ou'll be working in a not an easy diing to do when y ou
for a class didn't seem to be good.
In the end it seemed like we got summer camp and dien are told in miss four or more classes.
It seems to me dial professors
punished for being in class, which May diat you have to do everything
need to work out a
coaches
and
in a packet ev ery day or every odier
is our reason for being in college.
of understanding in
better
system
your
The gixxl thing alxmt all this day, are you just going lo drop
those students and
to
help
order
one
No
that?
summer plans for
time spent i s that most of us learned
w
see on a daily
diey
adiletes
ho
be
shoidd
It
diat.
to
do
amazing time management skills. should have
should
put dieir
Neither
basis.
arc
getting
you
if
that
understood
finished,
Then after the season was
That's a
other.
die
alxve
activity
you
another,
or
way
one
sev
exercise
eral
spring season rolled around
happen,
to
have
diing
really
hard
die
for
decent
be
shape
w
ill
sdll
in
season
To
me, spring
months later.
student-athlete- s
here as
are
the
but
come.
to
season
you
lime
where
a
should have been
be
;md
shouldn't
diat
students first.
I was a ranch hand tliis past
hone your skills and work on your
always
will
Yes,
dicrc
forgotten.
summer at a camp. I was in charge
essentials. It shouldn't Ix: preseason
of feeding, tacking, grooming, be exceptions to diis, but I diink
all over again. Your coach shouldn't
catching, turning kxse and caring it's somediing that should be kept
be able to hav e you for however long
in mind.
for tw enty horses. An av erage hay
they want ;uid dien let you out late or
In NCAA Div ision I footaverage
I
An
pounds!
bale weighs 54
disregard rules set by die NCAA.
are talking alxmt adding
diey
hill
25
pounds!
weighs
saddle
western
know it made me mad when practices
game to the season.
w
twelfth
a
eighs
pony
horse
or
average
An
would turn into nothing but running.
and die play ers
coaches
the
Both
say
I'd
pounds.
hundred
several
I
spring
diat
Especially when diought
having a bye
enjoy
diey
diat
say
die
by
shape
gtxxl
in
pretty
be
you'd
die
in
serious,
less
season should be
N lay be coaches and profesweek.
all
of
when
to
mention
Not
of
end
sdll
try
it
should
sense diat everyone
it is done at a high altitude. If you sors need to m;ike sure dial dieir
their hardest, but it's a dine to make
demands aren't being Uxi harsh on
think I'm wrong in saying diat diis
sure our skills don't get rusty before
those students w ho diey hav e.
is a bad equivalent, dien say it, but
summer. Then came summer work
ac-tive.-

full-tim-

not

